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The Murray Air-Cured Tobacco Market
will open Thursday at nine a. m. on the
three Murray floors, according to Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
The sale will be held at Farris, Growers,
and Planters' Loose Leaf Floors. Ellis ,said
that local officials "look for a very active
market," for this year's sales.
P. U. Band To
Give Concert
Here Friday
The P. U. Band from Owensboro will be
presented in a special family en-
tertainment program at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University, on
Friday, December 12, at eight p.m.
This special band, composed of business
and professional persons of Owensboro,
will be sponsored here by the Murray High
School Band Boosters Club.
Art Jewel, club president, and Dr. J. D.
Outland, chairman of the ways and means
committee, said this will be a fund raising
effort for the bend with the main purpose
to be to pay for the band truck.
Admission will be three dollars for
adults, two dollars for students, and free to
preschoolers. Tickets may be obtained by
calling 753-6100 or 753-1691 or from any
band booster member.
President Jewel said this morning that
the oranges and grapefruits have arrived
and orders have been delivered. Jewel
said the band still has some extra boxes of
fruit and the cost is $4.25 for a box of
oranges and $4.75 for a box of grapefruit.
Persons call 753-6100 or any band member
or booster for a box of the fruit.
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GRANDVIEW, Mo.—Airman First Class Harrel L Bramley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James L Bramley of 506 N. Second St, Murray, has been named Outstanding Air-
man of the Month in his unit at Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo. A fuel specialist, Air-
man Bramley was selected for his professional skill, duty performance and exem-
plary conduct. He is assigned to the 1840th Supply Squadron, a part of the Air
Force Communications Service. The airman, a 1973 graduate of Murray High
School, attended Murray State University.
Carroll Calls For Return
To 'Common Sense' Values
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll, taking the oath today for a four-
year term, called for a return to the "com-
mon sense" values that have sustained
Kentucky for two centuries.
The 44-year-old chief executive implied
that state goverranent has taken over too
much of the people's affairs and said it
must halt growing expenditures.
"It is an insult to our common sense to
suggest that better government always
come with, or even requires, more spen-
ding," he said in his prepared address to a
crowd outside the Capitol.
"I am convinced that the only way we
can continue to adequately finance what
we must do—and finance what we should
do—is to use some old fashioned common
sense.
"... This is a time to dedicate our
existing resources to our primary
obligations of providing the essential
needs of our people."
He said his common sense "objects to
the advancement of false hopes, to the
Students In Random Poll Desire
Elimination Of Meal, Dorm Rules
By Steve Givens
An overwhelming 91.3 per cent of the
sophomores responding to a Murray State
University poll indicated that they should
not be required to use the institution's
housing and dining facilities.
The MSU Student Government
Association's legislative' branch, the
Student Senate, released the poll today
after contacting by telephone some 146
randomly sampled sophomores residing in
Baptists To Host Third
International
Baptists in Calloway and Marshall
Counties will host their third Friendship
International House this Christmas
Season. This in an effort to provide
housing, food, and entertainment for In-
ternational Students from College cam-
puses, other than Murray State, during the
Christmas Holidays. Most college housing
and food services are discontinued through
the holidays.
About 25 students are expected from
some colleges as far away as Florida and
Minnesota. The students are to be housed
in the homes of host families and will enjoy
sight-seeing as a group as guests of dif-
ferent churches during the period of
December 20-January 2. Points of interest
will be visited, including such places as
Fort Donelson, TVA-LBL, Kentucky Dam,
Weavers Popcorn, Howard Brandon's
Antique Cars, Ryan Milk, Puryear Brick
Plant, a dairy farm, tobacco warehouse,
game preserve in Ballad County, WPSD-
TV, radio stations, etc. Recreation will
include bowling, roller skating, parlor
games and some parties.
Students expected this year include
Geoffrey Okers from Nigeria; Selim
Chamaa from Beirut, Lebanon; Charley
K. Saigo and Yoshiko Yamaguchi from
Japan; Paul Kimutai Arap 'Rono from
Keyna; Nathaniel Edoho from Ghana; Jy
Dale Lin, Mr. and Mrs. Andy W. Lee, and
Wenhsiun Lin from Taiwan; Fawzy T.
Shorrosh from Israel; Hassan Isfahan
from Iran; Leslie Wilson from Sierra
Leone; Rui Ame'rico Mendes from Brazil;
Art Guild Now
Open To Public
The Murray Art Guild, located at 103
North Sixth Street, Murray, is now open to
the public from noon to four p. m. from
Tuesday through Saturday each week.
Officials of the Guild said the Gallery is
decorated with festive Christmas
decorations. There are many new pain-
tings on the walls but they are not for sale
by the Guild; however they may be pur
chased from the individual artist.
An added interest is the bicentennial
room hung with appropriate pictures and
items of earlier periods, a guild official
said.
The open house held on Sunday was well
attended and the public is urged to visit the
art guild at the hours open to the public.
Chance of Snow
Cloudy with slight chance of drizzle or a
few snow flakes this morning. Cloudy and
mkt this afternoon and tonight. Partly
cloudy and continued cold Wednesday.
High today and Wednesday in the mid to
upper 30s. Low tonight in the mid to upper
20s Thursday partly cloudy and cold.
university housing on campus. Figures
given to the Senate indicated there were a
total of 782 sophomores enrolled who are
residents of the dormatories.
Current MSU policy listed in its official
catalog requires all freshmen and
sophomores under 21 prior to the first day
of registration to live in university housing
and purchase one of several meal ticket
plans available in Winslow Cafeteria.
Exempt from the restriction are: veterans
of two years military service, commuters,
married students, at-least four semester
residents of the dormitories, or those
obtaining special permission.
The Senate action came following a bill's
-pirssage in September which mad.
recommendations "that sophomores not
be forced to live in the dormitories nor buy
meal tickets to the cafeteria."
But MSU officials rejected the idea in a
detailed letter dated September 2.5 fron
President Constantine W. Curris' ad-
ministrative assistant, J. Kaj Spencer.
who suggested that the school's residence
hall rules "have resulted from a deliberate
policy." He listed a philosophy "that
students who live in campus residence
halls are more thoroughly educated than





The Calloway County Fiscal Court in-
structed County Attorney Sid Easley at
their Monday meeting to offer a $100
reward for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of anyone damaging
or stealing road signs in the local area.
Easley said the problem has become
worse in recent months, and presents a
hazard to motorists, especially in the case
of missing stop signs at intersections and
other traffic control signs.
In other action Monday, the court
amended the budget as a routine action,
placing funds in both the road fund and
general fund. The squires also discussed at
some length the park financing and the
cost of operation for next year. .
The magistrates also heard from the
Kentucky Lake Development Corp. asking
for additional law enforcement protection
in their area.
Friendship
Santhanam K. Tholappa, Dipak
Vijaykumar Desai, and Sudhir K. Sastry
from India; Ron Ma from Hong Kong;
Jawaid Ghani from Pakistan; Tina Bowe
from Canada; and Vui Nguyen from
Vietnam. There will probably be some four
or five others to join this group.
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor at Memorial
Baptist Church in Murray, and Rev.
Jerome Browne, pastor at First Baptist
Church in Calvert City, are co-chairmen of
the committee that is making
arrangements for this ministry.
Why is Santa So Worried?
You'll Find Out by Reading
en—HE cilf0 VE to
ciMPEACH SA41-Aa
_which begins today on Page four of
The Murray ledger & limes. The 12-
part serial story will be published
chapter-by-chapter through P.c. 22
and will provide entertaining reading
for young and old alike.
JOINT INSTALIATION—James Harmon, state treasurer of the Woodmen of th,
Wodd, installed officers for the coming year at tIke annual Woodmen twilit,
aight, held Dec. 4. Included are officers of Camp 592, Grove 6126, Court 728, and
Tau Phi lambda Sorority 877.
Spencer went on to include the financing
of the dormitories through long-term, low-
interest loans which require an occupancy
rate of 90 per cent in the instituttion's 10
residence halls as a key reason for the
rejection of the idea.
"Even with recent increases in the
number of residents, our present oc-
cupancy rate is approximately 83 per cent
of capacity," he said. "Hence, in order to
continue to offer low cost, attractive
housing and dining facilities, we have had
to subsidize these auxiliary operations
with hundreds of thousands of university
dollars."
Some 94.8 per cent of the sophomores
contacted in the poll indicated they felt
they should not be required to purchase a
meal ticket in Winslow Cafeteria which
serves the campus.
At the same time, seven out of ten of the
persons indicated they would remain
within the dormitories if they were not
required to live there but 54.7 per cent of
them would not eat in the cafeteria if the
regulations were lifted.
tSee Poll, Page 121
illusiosunent of greater things, to rhetoric
without reason."
The theme of government stabilization
has been sounded previously by Carroll in
news interviews. Aside from underlining
it, the governor gave no specifics on how
he plans to cut excessive spending.
Carroll, born near Paducah, came to this
capital city 14 years ago as a legislator,
rose to lieutenant governor and then filled
the final year of Wendell Ford's term when
Ford was elected to the U.S. Senate.
Carroll won a full term last month by
more than 191,000 votes, the largest
margin in Kentucky gubernatorial history.
He did not allude to his impressive victory
in his speech.
Instead he focused on state spending,
declaring "we must stop somewhere."
The challenge, he said, is whether state
government should do more, less or simply
improve what it is doing.
Carroll said "our good intentions have
obscured our goal, and if we hope ever to
see light again we must make a new
He said his administration has been
chosen to remove the fear, distrust and




Observance of the Christmas season
becomes official at Murray State
University Wednesday evening with the
third annual Hanging of the Green
ceremony in the lobby of Ordway Hall.
Scheduled to begin immediately
following the Murray State-Missouri
Southern basketball game, the program is
becoming a tradition enjoyed by both
townspeople and members of the campus
community. It will include:
—Three selections by the Murray State
University Choir under the direction of
Robert K. Baer —"Sing A Song of
Christmas" by Kauffman, ''Away In A
Manger" arranged by Terri, and "I Allaby
On Christmas Eve" by F. M. Christiansen.
—A reading of the Christmas story as
recorded in the book of Luke by Rev.
William Porter of the United Campus
Ministry.
—Lighting of the Christmas tree by Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, University
president.
The public is invited to attend.
ASC Committeeman
Election Announced
Results of the. December 1 election of
ASC community committeemen for 1976
were announced today by Glenn Crawford,
chairman of the Calloway county
Agricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation (ASC) committee.
Farmers elected to the committees
were:
Community A: Charles Burkeen,
chairman; Alvin Hale, vice-chairman;
Jim Kelly, regular member; Clyde
Phelps, first alternate; Gary Evans,
second alternate.
Community B: Eurie Smith, chairman;
James G. Wilson, vice-chairman; Robert
Bucy, regular member; Thomas Lax, first
alternate; Charles Bucy, second alternate.
Community C: James E. Erwin,
chairman; Paul Blalock, vice-chairman;
Charles Outland, regular member; Carves
Paschall, first alternate; Billy Paschall,
second alternate.
Community D: Lowell Palmer, chair-
man; Clinton Burchett; vice-chairman;
James Tucker, regular member; Charles
Tucker, first alternate; Perry Harrison,
second alternate.
Crawford also announced the county
ASC convention to be held on Tuesday,
December 16, 1975, at 9:30 a.m at the
ASCS Office, where farmers will be
elected to fill vacancies on the county ASC
committee.
Crawford said convention delegates will








vice-chairman, regular member and two
alternates to the committee for the coming
year.
The recently elected ASC community
chairman, vice-chairman, and regular
members automatically become delegates
to the county convention, Crawford said.
TODAY'S INDEX
Ono Section Today








eliminate waste from its operation.
"Though the balance of our daps in this
decade now seems weighted against us, we
will not falter under the burdens of our
struggle," he said.
Carroll said the same spirit st self-
reliance that built Kentucky hi alseissry
now to keep the state afloat.
"We must return to the piths of
moderation and common sense," be said.
The governor said he is taking over until
1979 "with my eyes open, my sleeves rolled
up and with sweat on my brow," praying
for wisdom to preserve and improve the
public trust.
Murray Woman's Club
Cookbooks Now On Sale
The Murray Woman's Club is stressing
the sale of its cookbooks for the holiday
season, according to Mrs. Stuart Poston of
the general finance committee of the club.
Cookbooks are on sale at the Calloway
County Public library and at the down-
town branches of the Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank. Members of the Woman's
Club will be at each of the banks each
Friday to help the public in the purchasing
of cookbooks which make excellent gifts




Ambulance attendants who have not
completed Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) training as required by
a Kentucky law to take effect Jan. 1 may
enroll in classes to be conducted by
Murray State University in Mayfield and
Hopkinsville beginning in January.
Norman 0. Lane, coordinator of adult
education in the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State, said the
courses are being offered again In each of
two West Kentucky regions in cooperation
with the Kentucky Department of Human
Resources.
He explained that the 81-hour EMT
course will be open to emergency medical
personnel from the eight counties of
Region I—Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall, and
McCracken—and the nine counties of
Region II—Caldwell, Christian, Crit-
tenden, Hopkins, Lyon, Livingston,
Muhlenberg, Todd, and Trigg.
Joyce Fortenbery, EMT instructor-
coordinator at Murray State, said em-
phasis in the courses will be on providing
opportunities for ambulance attendants to
be certified as required by the change in
Kentucky law.
However, Ms. Fortenbery, who is a
registered nurse and a state certified chief
instructor for the EMT program, noted
that the course is also designed to serve
the needs of other emergency medical
personnel who treat injuries and illnesses.
The EMT course meets two evenings a
week for 121 weeks. A fee of $15 covers the
costs of materials. A student may also
earn six semester hours of college credit
by paying the regular university tuition
fee
Ms. Fortenbery said ambulance at-
tendants who wish to enroll in the course in
either Mayfield or Hopkinsville should
contact: Center for Continuing Education,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, (telephone 502 762-
4150).
TREE TRIMMER& Girls from the home economics class of Miss Sue Fairless
along with Jill Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Thompson, made most
of the ornaments which decorate the Christmas tree at "Oakhurst," home of
Murray State President and Mrs. Constantine W. Curds, this year. The group also
gathered at the President's home last week to decorate the tree. Making up the
group, left to right, were: Jane Mitchell, Brownsville; Beth Stumpe, Chester, Ill
and Linda Wren, Bradford. Tenn., standing left seated, from left, janey Kelso,
Murray; Agnes Davis, Fearsville; fill; Brenda Meyer, Hopkinsville; Marsha O'Nan,
Sturgis; Lex Ann Fetty, R.adcliff (on ladder k Sue Brauch, Bardstown; and Miss
Fairless, an assistant professor in the Department of Home Economics.




The Lottie Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Codie Caldwell on
Dudley Drive on Monday,
December 1, at 7:30 p. m.
Mrs. Hollis Roberts, chair-
man, presided at the business
meeting. E. Pauline Waggener
was elected as secretary to fill
the vacancy of Mrs. T. C. Collie
who resigned due to illness.
The group also voted to place
a wreath on the front of the
church for the holiday season.
Miss Frances Brown
presented the prayer calendar




Mrs. Rudolph Howard, Mrs.
Earl Warford, Mrs. OdeIle
Vance, Mrs. Porter Holland,
Mrs. Purdom Outland, and Mrs.
James Ward.
Students;) guests and instructors of the Murray School of Practical Nursing along with
representatives from Paducah and Madisonville areas made a trip to New Orleans, La., where
they attended the 26th Annual Convention of National Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses
in the Grand Ballroom of the Braniff Place Hotel. After the student procession and the roll call
of schools, Bill Brock, U.S. Senator of Tenn. gave the keynote address on "National Health In-
surance". Shown above are 0. B. Garland, representative, and Bruce Shaffer, advisor of V. I C. A.
presenting a $25.00 check to Jerry Hardison, president, and Jeannie Hutson, treasurer, which
was their donation to the Murray School towards their trip to New Orleans. V. I C. A. and the
Murray School of Practical Nursing are administered by the Murray Area Vocational Center un-
der the direction of lames Lawson, principal.
By Abigail Van Buren
She's Perplexed by Her
Husband's Peeks
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you out of desperation.
After nine years of marriage that I thought was good, I
have to face the fact that 
watched 
husband is a 'peeping Tom."
Three years ago he my sister take a bath. She
caught him. There was an ugly scene. I made excuses for
him — "It was an accident, etc." —and he really seemed
sorry for having done it. I finally got over it.
Well, last night he did it again. This time it was another
sister. He knew she would be trying on some clothes, so he
arranged the curtains for a peep hole, then sneaked outside
to watch. He hadn't planned on my needing him for
something at that time. When I couldn't find him in the
house, I went outside and caught him looking in the window
at my sister. I didn't want anyone to know what was going
on, so I didn't make a scene.
Abby, I am heartsick: I.love him so much, and he is such
a good man in every other way. I've never said no to any of
his sexual demands, yet I feel that it must be my fault
Could he become dangerous? I don't know how many
other windows he's looked into. Please help me.
HEARTSICK
DEAR HEARTSICK: The chances for your husband
being "dangerous" are very small. Most voyeurs (people
who like to look) are usually harmless, but on the chance
that he is not, talk to him about it and insist that he phone
the local Mental Health Association for an appointment to
discuss his problem with a professional. He can overcome it
if he wants to.
DEAR ABBY: My mother and I are having a
disagreement. I am 19 and was engaged for six months. I
recently broke up with my boyfriend and can't decide what
to do with my beautiful land quite expensive) engagement
ring.
I think I should keep it because it was given to me as a
gift. My mother and my boyfriend think I should give it
back because the ring was given as a promise of marriage,
and since I broke that promise, I should return it.
I don't care what the etiquette books or the lawyers say, I
want to know how you feel about it.
KEEP ME ANONYMOUS
DEAR KEEP: I think that when • engagement is
broken — regardless of who broke it — the ring should be
returned.
DEAR ABBY: There are a lot of dogs in my
neighborhood, and I will tell you right now that I am no dog
lover. I don't like their yapping when I'm trying to sleep,
but worse yet, I don't like what they do to my lawn and
bushes—if you know what I mean.
There must be something a tax-paying citizen can do
about this problem. Whom should I call? And where can I
go?
HATES DOGS
DrAlt-lafTES: You don't say where you live, but you
can call your police or sheriff. And if you ask some of your
dog-owning neighbors, they will be glad to tell you where to
go.
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Most of us gardeners feel
that we can sit back and lake a
rest from now on until spring.
But, not so! There is
something to do each month.
The work is not so
strenuous, but there are so
many things that can be done
throughout the entire winter
This month of December is
still a planting month, if we
choose the right things.
Dormant plants are beginning
to come in and they can be
planted even as late as
January.
Someone I know had or-
dered some fruit trees and
was worried because they had
not come in, feeling that it was
getting too late to plant them.
But the holes are already dug
for them so that it will be a
simple matter to lift out some
of the dirt and set the trees in
place. These trees, I am sure,
will be in a dormant state
when they arrive and since








The Golden Age Club will hold
its annual Christmas party on
Friday, December 12, in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon. Turkey,
dressing, and drinks will be
served by the club. Members
are asked to bring a salad,
vegetable, or dessert.
Following the luncheon the
group will be entertained by
members of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club with Mrs. Jane
Prince as director
Gifts will be exchanged and
men are asked to bring a man's
gift and ladies a lady's gift, with
price not to exceed two dollars.
In charge of arrangements
for the luncheon will be 0. C.
McLemore, Jesse Ross, Flora




. and Mrs. James E. Rick-
mr., 1907 Coldwater Road,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Mitzi Lynn, weighing
five pounds seven oucnes, born
on Saturday, klovember 29, at
2:34 a. m. Et the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Lisa Gail, age 21/2. The father is
co-owner of Purchase Equip-
ment Company, Murray.
.Grandparents' area.Mr. and
-Aire- Motion Rickman. and Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Outland, all of
Murray. Greats grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rickman,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Tilghman Barrow, Murray
Route Two.
should be no concern.
Leaves are still coming
down and one more raking will
probably be needed. The wind
has blown most of them into
protected corners and into
flower beds next to houses.
These will have to be removed
and put into the compost pile
Speaking of compost piles,*
is a joy to see them growing
higher and higher. The rains
have packed them somewhat
and at least they won't blow
away. The pile I accumulated
last fall will be ready this
spring with its black dirt, so
wonderful for potting plants or
for working into a flower bed.
December can be a month of
planting late shrubs and trees,
last minute clean-up jobs, any
forgotten pruning, digging up
the frost-bitten annuals and
otherwise tidying up the yard.
On the cold rainy days,
December brings its com-
pensation. For the magazines
are full of Christmas
decorations, made from
greenery of all sorts.
When you plan your wreaths
or swags or sprays of pine,
cedar and fir, cut the needed
sprays judicially. Remember
you want to have a beautiful
shrub next year. So don't just
whack into it, keep it sharpely
so you can continue to enjoy it
outside as well as inside.
But be prodigal with the
greenery. Nothing is so lovely
or expresses the holiday
season as well as holly loaded
with berries, or a big spray or
spicy pine with a huge red
bow. Let's bring the outdoors
inside and enjoy it.
This is a wonderful glorious
season of the year. Let's fill it
with beauty and happiness
and love. . .and don't forget
the birds. They will soon find it
hard to find food outside. They
will express their thanks with
song and a cheerful twitter.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James M. Brown of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital,-Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Roy Harmon of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Larry Kendall of Murray
Route Two has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Harold Walls of Murray has












Murray Heads tart Has Annual
Dinner; Dr. Allen Is Speaker
The Murray Headstart held
its annual potluck dinner on
Tuesday, November 18, at the
Community Center on North
Second Street.
Dr. Randy Allen, a local
chiropractor, gave a very in-
formative talk.
Sylvia Lovins and Carolyn
Scott were presented with
Parents of the Month awards
for having the most volunteer
hours at the Headstart Center.
Murray Headstart expressed
thanks for donations for the
dinner by the following mer-
chants and businesses: Begley
Drugs, Uncle Jeff's, Kroger,








Bank of Murray, Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Taylor Motors, Inc.,
Murray Appliance, Furches
Jewelry, Lerman's, Big K,
Hut-son Chemical Company, and
Beale Hardware.
Hazel Methodist Women
Hold Supper At Church
The Hazel United Methodist
Church Women met in the
fellowship hall of the church on
Tuesday, December 2, at six
p.m. for a potluck supper.
The long table was festive
with red candles, pines, and
berries for the decorations.
At seven p.m. the members
assembled in the candlelighted
sanctuary where the Carolyn
Circle presented a beautiful and
impressive program entitled
"What Is Christmas." This was
written and composed by Mrs.
Carmon Parks.
Each member gave an
illustrated talk indicating the
various themes of Christmas.
The colorful illustrations were
made by Mrs. Deroy Provine,
and Mrs. Tim Scruggs.
Following the program a
short business session was held
with the president, Mrs. Olga
Freeman, presiding.
An item of interest during this
period was the presentation of a
special membership and gift
certificates for missions
honoring children.
Mrs. Hubert Coles had been
selected by an appointed
committee to receive the cer-
tificate and the pin which in-
dicated special membership.
Mrs. Tom Scruggs gave the
mission gift with certificates
going to her grandchildren,
Johnna Michelle Jones, Valerie
Janesse Jones, and Karol
Jeanne Scruggs. Mrs. J. W.
Jones and Mrs. Tom Scruggs
accepted the certificates.
At this time Mrs. Freeman
expressed her appreciation to
;he members of both circles for
their cooperation during her
term of presidency and asked
that they continue to work with
the same enthusiasm and in-
Oaks Club Will
Hold Party
The Christmas party for the
children, preschool through
third grade, of the Oaks Country
Club will be held Saturday,
December 13, at 1:45 p. m. at
the club.
Gifts at the price range of one
dollar will be exchanged with
each girl bringing a girl's gift
and each boy a boy's a gift.
Mothers are asked to bring their
cameras as there will be a
surprise visitor.
For information call the
chairman, Barbara McCuiston,
phone 436-2532.
terest with Mrs. Mildred
Heroing, president-elect.
At the close of the meeting an
exchange of Christmas gifts
was held. This was the last
general meeting for the year
1975.
Members present for the
supper and the program were
Mesdames H. 0. Brandon,
Ralph Edwards, Olga Freeman,
J. R. Hermng, KOSka Jones,
Madeline Jones, John Mc-
Cullough, H. A. Newport, Jack
Roach, Leland Strader, J. R.
Taylor, Claude White, D. N.
White, Clete Wilson, Hubert
Coles, Jimmy Edwards, Fred
Hart, J. W. Jones, Verlon
Malcolm, Kenneth Mathis, Tom
Martin, Decoy Provine, Tom
Scruggs, Tim Scruggs, and




The Baptist Women of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church held
their regular meeting on
Monday, December 1, at seven
p.m. at the church.
Lorene Owens was in charge
of the program on the subject,
"Redeemed, Rejoice,
Proclaim."
Those taking part in the
program were Mary Turner,
Betty Lockhart, Maxine Nance,
Mildred Crawford, Mary
Kathryn Stark, Odie Kinrken-
dall, Gladys Williamson,
Juanita Collins, and Ruth
Warren.
Special prayers were by Mary
Kathryn Stark and Juanita
Collins.
During the business session
the group voted to assemble
Christmas baskets on Saturday,
December 13, at two p.m. at the
church.
Also present were Hattie Lee
Galloway and Lexie Morton.
NECTARINE SHORTCAKE
Here's a mouth-watering
shortcake which can be
prepared in minutes. Buy a loaf-
shaped angel food cake and cut
into slices about one-half inch
thick. Arrange half the slices on
serving plates. Slice fresh
nectarines onto cake. Sprinkle
with sugar, top with whipped
cream, then another cake slice,
more whipped cream and
garnish with two or three
nectarine slices.
Lbdy SeiW
Come dial a color
In a Lady Seiko Fashion Watch
The dials of our Lady Seiko watches come in
delicious colors—to help make these the
most beautiful fashion watches in the world.
Open Every Night And Sunday Ti Chrishuas
et,
Bel-Air Shopping
Open Till 8:30 Fri. Nite




FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ird4
A little snap and bounce won't
be amiss now. Put everything in
proper proportion! There could
be some errors in judgment.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) Niir
You'll do best now if you
cooperate with the plans of
others instead of insisting on
your own. Some friction
possible otherwise.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
You are one of those gifted
persons who can produce
original and unusual ideas when
they are most needed. This is
your day to shine.
CANCER
June 72 to July 23)
You may discern a hint of
things to come where year
personal ambitions are con-
cerned. Accept advice and
support from interested friends.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) J244g
Solar influences excellent.
You should be in a zestful mood
and well able to produce your
best Organize assistance to put
a new idea over the top.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Past experience may give you
the clue to solution of a current
problem. Good Mercury in-
fluences should help you to
make fine advances.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A generally auspicious day.
This is a period in which to give
your finest performance, to
capitalize on your many talents
— especially in creative en-
deavor.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n10011P
Day may not seem to hold
much opportunity at first, but if
you look closely, you will find it
has many advantages. Results
will be largely up to YOU.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) liffig°
Without much planetary
assistance, you can still net top
returns but, before acting, plan
well, be sure of facts and DON'T
procrastinate.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 344
Important now: common
sense, logical analysis of all
situations, ease of action.
Domestic and social interests
highly favored. Don't waste
time on regrets.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Profit by past mistakes and
by sound advice. You have a
wonderful chance for ac-
complishment but day needs the
right push, steadiness.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Counting one's blessings
makes every picture rosier, but
DON'T count returns you have
not and MAY NOT receive.
Mixed influences: Use care in
all things.
gr'
YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly talented and will show
definite leanings toward certain
interests early in life. Follow




Make someone jollier by
returning that overdue
book to the Calloway
County Public library
For your convenience we










Get acquainted with our







Daily: 10 a. m. - 8 p. m.
Sat: 10 a. m.-6 p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. Cleat Downing
Mr. and Mrs. Cleat Downing of Benton Route Five will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary, on Sunday, December
14, with an open house at their home. Friends and relatives are in-
vited to call between the hours of two and four p.m.
The couple was married December 19, 1925 by Judge H. H.
Lovett at Benton.
Mrs. Downing is the former Gracie Baker, daughter of the late
Hermus Baker and Josie Hutson. Mr. Downing is the son of the
late Fayette Downing and Jane Tucker.
They are the parents of two children, Mrs. Londal York, Benton
Route Five, and Lafayette Downing, Benton Route Four. They
have five grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Breathitt County '75 may never
r epl a ce Chateau Lafite-
Rothschild '26 in the hearts of
...wine connoisseurs, but it may
prove a point about strip mine
reclamation.
"Breathitt County '75" is a
designation that might be ap-























Donna Rhodes Is Elected
President Of Paris Women
At Meeting Freeman Home
Miss Donna Rhodes, 207
Avalon Drive, Paris, Tenn., was
elected President of the Paris
District United Methodist
Women at the Executive
Committee Meeting held
Thursday, Dec. 4, at ten a.m. in
the home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman, Hazel.
Mrs. L. E. McCord, the
retiring president, opened the
meeting and presided over the
business assisted by Miss
Tommy Hurt, secretary and
Mrs. M. R. Duke, treasurer,
both of Dresden.
Mrs. Don Hawrence of
Martin, newly elected coor-
dinator of Christian Per-
sohhood, gave the devotion
based on Matthew 2:11 and 1
Corinthians 13:13. Her subject
was 'Gifts". The business of the
day consisted of planning the
Schedule of Events for 1976 and
the Goals. January is the month
for each unit to observe "Call to
Prayer and Self-Denial" and
March 5 is "World Day of
Prayer" observed by United
Church Women and all women
are urged to participate in both.
Miss Rhodes, the newly
elected president, is a member
of Connyersville United
Methodist Church and belongs
to United Methodist Women in
the. Paris United Methodist
Church. She is a graduate of
Lambuth College and has her M
A degree from Murray State
University. She teaches the 4th
grade at Atkins-Porter School in
Paris. She has served four
years as president of Wesleyan
Service Guild and when elected
president had served one year
on the Memphis Conference
United Methodist Women
Nominating Committee. She
has resigned to accept this new
position.
Other newly elected or ap-
pointed officers besides Miss
Rhodes and Mrs. Lawrence
being made from grapes grown
on an abandoned Appalachian
strip mine.
The grapes were harvested
from a test plot at a Falcon
Coal Co. site and the consultant
who had the idea pronounced
the experiment a success, as
far as two grape strains go.
"We aren't at the point where
we could tell someone to plant
a 50-acre vineyard on old strip
mines," said the consultant,
William Oliver of Bloomington,
Ind.
"But the one thing we have
proved is that at least these
two hybrid grapes — Cascade
and Aurora — will grow there,"
/mid Oliver, an Indiana Univer-
sity law professor who owns a
small winery.
Of the grapes planted two
seasons ago, only white Baco
( "Baco Blanc" to wine en-
thusiasts) failed, he said in an
interview.
Oliver said the wine now
being made from the grapes
would have to be tested, "be-
cause it's not merely a question
of growing the grapes."
A given grape, grown in dif-
ferent soils, can produce wines
of widely varying quality, he
said. Oliver added, however,
that he was optimistic about
the quality of the test wine.
"A superb type of wine, a
unique wine, is what we hope
for," he said, describing the
soil at the site as a good blend.
Oliver said the mine was re-
claimed to put 100 feet of mate-
rial between bedrock and the
surface — an important step,












introduced were: Mrs. Billy
Pirtle of Water Valley, Public
Relations Chairman, Mrs.
Charles Morris, Public
Relations of Murray area, Mrs.
Wilma Tansil of Sharon,
assistant treasurer, Mrs. Ar-




Visitors welcomed were Mrs.
Mary Rhodes, mother of Donna,
Mrs. Koala Jones, Hazel and
Mrs. Earl Snow, Puryear.
After a few challenging
remarks by Miss Rhodes, a
delicious planned luncheon was
enjoyed, prepared by the ladies
of the Murray-Paris area. Mrs.
Freeman asked the blessing.
Mrs. Mae Will Littleton assisted
in serving.
In the afternoon a Christmas
party was enjoyed and gifts
exchanged. Mrs. McCord was
presented a gift, the book "We
Americans" in appreciation of
her leadership and Mrs. Mc-
Cord geve each of her officers a
gift.
Others attending from the
Murray area were: Mrs. Frank
Coles, Mrs. Maggie Woods,
Mrs. Mary Ridings, Mrs.
Maurice Ryan and Mrs. Otis W.
Erwin.
Tuesday, December 9
I. than Sunday School Class,
First Baptist Church, will have
a dinner meeting at the Holiday
Inn at 6:30 p. m.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Sylvia Puckett at ten a. m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order 1 the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.
Children's Concert, sponsored
by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club, will be
at Lovett Auditorium at 8:45
and ten a.m. with music by the
MSU Choir.
'Tuesday, December 9
Recital by Student Chamber
Ensemble will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Wednesday, December 10
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m. at
the club.
Ladies day luncheon will be at
noon at Murray Country Club
with Mrs. James C. Hart as
chairman. Bridge will be at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Ed Carroll and
Mrs. Dan Boaz as chairmen.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Pottertown with
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice at lake
home at ten a.m., South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Gerald Paschall, Pacers with
Joanna Adams for a salad
luncheon at 9:30 a.m., New
Concord at Holiday Inn at
eleven a.m., and South Murray
with Anna Mae Owen for a
luncheon and gift exchange at
10:30 a.m.
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
have a covered dish luncheon at
the home of Mrs. Otis H. Erwin,




Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the Dexter
Community Center for a
business meeting followed by a
film, "Life of Christ," to be
shown by Charles Clayton. No
gift exchange but coffee and
cake will be served.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Diana Moore at ten
a.m.
Arts and Crafts Club will have
a dutch luncheon at the 'Triangle
Inn at 11:30 a.m.
Thursday, December 11
Senior Citizens of New
Concord and Hamlin area will
have a Christmas party and
grab bag at the home of Mrs.
Robert Taylor, Keniana Shores,
at twelve noon.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Geneva Giles, 1513
Oxford, at 6:30 p. m.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will have a Christmas
party at Perkins Pancake
House.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens. Tour will
leave the center at 10:30 a. m. to
tour the Armed Forces
Bicentennial Caravan at Roy
Stewart Stadium. If unable to go
in morning the bus will take
others at one p. m. Sack lunch at
12 noon and table games will
start at one p. m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
will be at the Greenhouse from
10:30 to twelve noon.
Phebian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a potluck dinner at the
home of Mrs. Pat Trevathan.
Meet at church at 6:15 p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. &
A. M. and Murray Council No.
50 R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a family night
dinner at the Holiday Inn at six
p. m.
Annual Christmas candlelight
concert presented by the
Murray State University Choir
under the direction of Prof.
Robert Baer will be at 8:15 p.m.










And what a buy. 32
ounces of crisp cola
flavor topped by a
handy reseal cap that









Just bring the empty
back to the store and
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BICSNNTENIAL
10 Years Ago
Richard W. Farrell, head of the Fine
Arts Department of Murray State College,
lhas been named to the 27 member com-
mittee of the Kentucky Arts Commission
:by Gov. Edward Breathitt.
r Mrs. Alma Beach, formerly of Kirksey,
died yesterday at Chicago, Ill.
Laura Barnett Mosley has been named
as "Mrs. Murray State" in the contest
sponsored by the Dames Club. She was
,crowned at the first home basketball game
'of the Racers.
Eddie Grogan -and Johnny Rose of
Murray have been named as "Men On
Campus" at Murray State College.
Vernon Riley had high score for men and
Betty Riley had high score for women in
; bowling last week in the Thursday Couples
League at Corvette Lanes.
.20 Years Ago
E. B. Howton of Murray State College
was elected president of the Kentucky
Artificial Breeding Association at a recent
meeting of the Board of Directors held in
Louisville.
Mrs. Alvin . Downs, age 81, died
December 7 at the Murray Hospital.
Cpl. C. R. McReynolds is serving at the
Marine Corps Supply Center, Albany, Ga.
Elmus Beale, charter member of the
Murray Rotary, Club, spoke on; ,"Corn-
munity Servants" at the meeting of the
club held yesterday.
A. C. Sanders of J. T. Hale Motor Sales
was one of the winners in the Oldsmobile
Sales contest which included a holiday at
Boca Raton, Fla.
Garrott's Galley
The Eight Baggett Brothers;
45 Years Of Leathernecking
By M. C. Garrott
When the United States Armed Forces
Bicentennial Exhibit opens its two-day
stay at wart Stadium tomorrow mor-
ning, Dr.-Wallace Baggett, London Drive
in Canterbury Gardens, will be among the
first to visit the Marine exhibit.
The Marine Corps has a special place in
Dr. Baggett's life, and he and his brothers
have a special place in Marine Corps
history.
There are eight of the Baggett boys, and
they have all served in the Marines. The
sons of Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Baggett, 1621
Harrison Street, Paducah, their collective
service in the Crops totals 45 years. From
1942 until this year, when the only career
Marine in the bunch retired, there always
has been a Baggett with the Leathernecks.
At one time, just after World War II
ended, there were four of them in at the
same time, and during the war, their
mother proudly displayed a three-star flag
in her window, letting the world know that
three of her sons were in service — and
Marines.
++++++
The first to enter the Corps was Tom,
who served during World War n from
May, 1942, until May, 1946. A graduate of
Murray State and currently a teacher in
Poplar Bluff, Mo., he served in the South
Pacific with a Marine air wing. Most of his
fighting, however, was done in the prize
ring. An amateur boxer of some note, he
boxed in exhibition bouts helping to en-
tertain the troops.
The next to join was Jim, now a Baptist
minister in Honolulu, Hawaii, and a
graduate of Georgetown College. Also with
an air wing from March, 1943, until
December, 1916, he saw his major service
in the Okinawa campaign.
• Bill was the third, joining in July, 1943,
and serving until February, 1946, prin-
cipally in the Solomon Islands as a tail
gunner on a B-25. A graduate of Murray
State, he is a chemist at the Pennwalt
plant in Calvert City today.
Wallace, who is an associate professor in
the Department of Professional Studies at
Murray State, was the fourth Baggett to
join the Marines, serving from October,
1945, until 1949. After serving in com-
munications in North China and the
Mediterranean_areas, he was recalled to
THE WOVE to cIMPEACH SANTA
I Jinkersnipes was the first elfin the North Pole to hear the, news.
! He was working in Santa'sradio shop when station GOOD, interrupted its program of
!Christmas music with a special
I news bulletin.
1 The announcer said, "We in-
I terrupt this program to bring
I you the following shocking
1 news bulletin. Evel Whone, a
I delegate to the United Nations
t from Baadland today in-
:, troduced a resolution calling
i for the impeachment of Santa
I Claus. He charged Santa with
illegal spying on kids, obstruct.
ing just4ce, making elves work
without pay, starting his own
judicial system and favoritism.
We will bring you more news as
it develops." ,
"I don't believe it," -linker-
snipes said to himself, as he
ran to the Christmas Ball
workshop to tell Juniperperper
the news.
He pushed against the old
wooden door, slid across the
floOr to where Jun iperperper
was working.
"Did you hear the news,
Juniperperper?" -I inkersnipeS




"They want to impeach San-
ta," Jinkersnipes said.
"Oh. come on now, stop jok-
ing," Juniperperper said.
"That's a terrible thing to say
even as a joke.-
"I'm not kidding." •linker-
t snipes said. "Really, honest,
I cross my heart. It just came
-over the radio stat ion.-
"Who would ever suggest
such a thing." Juniperperper
said.
"The radio said Evel Whone
of Baadland •suggested it."
Jinkersnipes said. "In fact he
did more than to suggest it. He
introduced a resolution to the
1\i_c_alli.n&  for Santa's im-
peachment.
"Oh. my. my. and My." Juni-
perperper said. "I wonder it
Santa knows about it. I really
can't believe it. Santa. who has




Santa leaned over and turned on the old radio beside his desk
"Should we tell him?"
Jinkersnipes asked.
"I guess it would be better if
he heard about it from us."
Juniperperper said. -You know
he would hear it on the evening
news tonight. I guess we better
tell him."
Juniperperper put on his
greatcoat. He and Jinkersnipes
went out into the cold North
Pole air and walked toward
Santa's main workshop.
When they got there, Santa
was sitting at his old oaken
desk going over the list of good
boysand •girls.
He heard the elves come in
and turned to greet them.
"Hello Juniperperper and
Jinkersnipes,- he said. "This
is a surprise. I thought you two
had too much work today to do
any visiting in the. middle of
the afternoon.-
"Santa,- Juni perperper
said. "We have some had
news."
''Don't tell me you dropped a





break a radii. Santa asked.
"No, worse than t hat,-
Jinkersnipes said.
"Don't tell me one of ni%
you
Santa took oil his glasses.
leaned forward and looked
right at Juniperperper and
said, "What, whit; wants to im-
peach me? What ,do you
mean?"
"I heard it on the radio, San-
ta." Jinkersnipes said. "Evel
Whone of the Baadlands in-
7-trTiduZee7Tution
UN calling for your impeach-
ment."
"Fiddle. Saddle.
Santa said. "I don't under-
stand.-
"Turn on the radio. Santa..
reindeer has the flu,' Santa
said.
"No, worse than that,- the
two elves answered together.
"Well, well, tell me what it
is," Santa said. "Nothing
could be as had as that."




Santa laughed and said.
"Come on now. You two have
such long faces. The only thing
that had would be if they can-
celled Christmas."




"Then tell me what it is. tell
me what it is," Santa said. .
"Santa," Juniperperper
said. "They want to impeach_
Juniperperper said. 'Maybe
there will be more on it."
Santa leaned over and
turned on the old upright radio
that was beside his desk.
"Repeating the bulletin
about Santa, the announcer
was saying. "Evel Whone of
the Baadlands introduced a
resolution in the UN today
calling for the impeachment of
Santa. At a news conference
later. Mr. Whone said he had
proof that Santa is guilty of il-
legal spying on kids, obstruct-
ing justice, making elves work
without pay, starting his own
judicial system and favoritism.
Mr. Whone said some of the
witnesses against Santa will he
Herr Humbugg, a Baadland elf
who was not hired by the North
Pole, Hal D. Lemon, another
elf, and several other people.
He said he is sure his resolu-
tion will be approved.-
- Santa said, "lam flahher
gasted."
The announcer continued.
"We have not been able to
reach Santa for a reaction."'
Santa turned off the radio
and said to the elves, "I guess I
should have expected this.
Evel Whone has been unhappy
with me since he got coal in his
stocking hack in 1948. But he
deserved it . -
"What did he do to deserve
it?" Jinkersnipes asked.
"Why he set his sister's pony.
tail on fire.- Santa said. "And
he also refused to listen to his
Mother and father.. He spilled
ink in school on purpose and he
never did his homework. He
was a naughty one, that Evel.-
"You mean he held a grudge
all these years?" Juniperperper
asked.
"Some people are like th,ii
Santa replied.
Just then the phone rang
"Santa's workshop,- Santa
said as he picked up the IT
ceiver.
The voice on the other end
said. "Santa this is a reporter
for radio station GOOD, 1),,
you have a comment on Evi.I
Whone's impeachment resjii
"Just a short reply," Sant,
said. "Some people will ii
'anything to ruin Christma,
But Evel Whone won't 0.1
away with this."
More Torn eorr,o,
service in September, 1950, when the
Korean War broke out and spent another
year at Camp LeJeune, N. C., in technical
training.
The professor of the clan, Wally also
graduated from Murray State in 1950,
received a master's degree from the
University of Tennessee in 1961, and this
past spring was awarded a doctoral degree
in higher education by Southern Illinois
University.
Bob, the career man, was next, joining
in September, 1949, as a seagoing Marine
on the cruiser Wooster. He came back to
the states, earned a degree at Western
Kentucky University and went back into
the Marines with the rank of second
lieutenant. He reitred as a lieutenant
colonel last May, and currently is head of
the Marine ROTC program at a
Philadelphia high school.
++++++
John, who served from September, 1953,
until September, 1956, with an air wing in
Hawaii, was the sixth Baggett to Join the
1.athernecks. Today, he is a psychiatric
social worker at the Veterans Hospital at
Tuscaloosa, Ala. He also is a Murray State
graduate, Class of 1959, as well as of the
University of Tennessee.
In August, 1953, Frank, joined and
served for three years, all in the states
with an air wing at Miami, Fla. lie is now
with the Union Carbide plant in Paducah.
The last of the Baggett Marines was
Ralph, who served from June, 1960, until
June, 1963. "He's the one who had the
plush duty," Wally said with an envious
shrug. "He was assigned to the guard
attachment at the American embassy in
Paris." Ralph is now with United Airlines
and lives in Washington, D. C.
++++++
At one time, the Baggetts were the
subject of a feature-length article in "The
Leatherneck," the official newspaper of
the Marine Corps. Few families in
American history have had more brothers
to serve in the Corps.
-One of the most remarkable things of it
all," Wally recalls, "is that none of us was
ever seriously wounded or hurt while in
service. Bob the career man) did catch a
small piece of shrapnel once in his hand
and had a minor wound, for which he
received the purple heart. Other than that
we weren't even touched, except perhaps
for some bloody noses Tim got in his
boxing bouts."
++++++
The last time all of the Baggett boys
have been at home at the same time was in
the fall of 1950 when they went to a
Mayfield-Tilghman football game
together. Two sisters round out the family:
Mrs. Virginia Kok, who is the office
manager of a construction company in
Lexington, and Mrs. Lois Penchi, who
lives in Lynchburg, Va., where her
husband, Ed, teaches in a junior college.
Their father, a pipefitter with the Illinois
Central shops in Paducah for many years,
Is now retired, and there are 25 grand-
children for him and Mrs. Baggett to keep
up with in addition to their Marine
veterans.
++
"I know it wasn't just luck that we all
came through all that without anyone
getting hurt," Wally sand pensively,
"because we all knew how Mom prayed for
our safety every day and night. It was her
faith and those prayers that did it, and
we're thankful they were heard."
Letter To The Editor
Thanks For Help
Dear Editor:
I want to take this opportunity to thank
you for the tremendous assistance given
the Department of Public Information in
developing our new tourism theme.
It might be of interest for you to know
that we have received thousands of entries
in the contest. The promotion itself was
successful, but at the same time allowed
us the opportunity to impress upon the
'
public how important the tourism industry
is. On all counts, we have been successful -
thanks to you.
I am convinced that over the next four
years, while other states are suffering










A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
HEW THREATENS
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
SENATOR JAMES L BUCKLEY (N.
Y.) "...When distinguished educators
refuse to comply with orders from the
Federal Government, their conscientious
objection must demand the attention of
every Member of the Congress.
"I am referring to recent public
declarations by the board of trustees of
Hillsdale College in Michigan, and by
President Dallin Oakes of Brigham Young
University, explaining the policies which
will be allowed by the institution which he
heads as well as by the Hawaii Campus of
Brigham Young, the Latter Day Saints
Business College, and Ricks College in
Idaho.
"The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare has claimed that, if so much
as a single student at a particular school is
the recipient of veteran's benefits, a
Federal student loan, or other Federal
assistance, then all programs of that in-
stitution are to be considered federally
funded and hence, subject to the
regulatory jurisdiction of the Department.
-Recognizing that that claim could
mean the end of independent private
education in America, the trustees of
Hillsdale College have resolved "that
Hillsdale College will to the extent of its
meager resources and with the help of
God, resist by all legal means this and all
other encroachments on its freedom and
independence." Those strong words,
echoing the tone of the Declaration of
Independence, are also reminiscent of its
spirit...
"Every Member of Congress should
realize by now that, on a case-by-case
basis, we cannot hope to undo every bit of
regulatory mischief committed by the
Federal bureacracy. The Congress has
neither the time nor the staff to oversee the
day-to-day operations of the entire Federal
bureaucracy. We are being over-whelmed
by the sheer mass of Federal regulations...
"I am certain that, sooner or later, the
Congress will be forced by public outrage
to curb those agencies through corrective
legislation which will require their closer
adherence to the legislative intentions of
the Congress.
"Until that happens, we can expect the
sad repetition of circumstances like those
which have led several colleges to refuse




It's easy to understand why the ordinary
citizen feels powerless when confronted
with a mass of Federal regulations. But it
gets a little scarey when a Senator will
admit that he and his staff are also
overwhelmed by the same mass of Federal
regulations. Legislation to curb Federal
agency regulations is long overdue.
Bible Thought
By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have
love one to another. John 13:35.
Loving someone who is unloving
is not easy. In so doing we truly
demonstrate that we thereby do
love God.
Funny World
Large crowds gather around a cage in
Los Angeles' Griffith Park Zoo to gawk at
two specimens of "the world's most
dangerous animal." A sign told zoo-goers
that the animals are capable of destroying
the earth and all the flora and fauna on it.
And that they have caused several species
to become extinct and have a number of
others teetering on the brink of oblivion.
The animals were identified as homo
sapiens. The two dangerous creatures in
the cage were psychology students from
Pasadena City College. They had volun-
teered to represent the human race in the
exhibit. ( Pasadena Satr-News)
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tLet's Stay Well
Variance In Sleep Patterns
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
The ability to go to sleep
readily is highly variable. Some
people have greater difficulty in
going to sleep than others_ This
capacity, in part, is a matter of
habit, but much also depends on
a person's make-up or "constitu-
tion." The lean and hungry wor-
rier" is more likely to be
troubled with insomnia.
Sleep needs depend on the in-
dividual. While some adults are
comfortable and rested on four
to five hours of sleep daily,
others require seven to nine
hours to feel at their btNt The
newborn sleeps about flout of 24
hours a day growing children
need more sleep than adults do,
and elderly people may require
an hour or two more per day
than they did when they were in
their prime. In part, the amount
of sleep required may depend on
how wundly a person rests while
asleep. Shallow, .restless sleep is
not as beneficial as deep, unin-
terrupted sleep.
People are generally early or
late risers. Some persons prefer
to go to bed early at night and
get up early in the morning,
while others would rather work
late at night and sleep late in the
morning. The former 'begin the
day with vigor and clearness of
mind, but their efficiency gradu-
ally runs down as the day
progresses. The latter start
slowly but gather "steam" as the
day goes along. Few people can
significantly modify their in-
dividual sleep pattern without it
influencing their well-being and
efficiency.
No doubt, sleep patterns are
responsible for gratification or
tension in many marriages In
general, couple who share a
similar sleep pattern get along
together much better than those
with epposte sleeping habits. _.
A wise physician, in coming to
know and understand his patient
and his illness, will inquire about
his sleep routine and whether it
has changed. For example: a
case of the "blues" ta depress. ion)
may result in some has in the
ability to sleep. Such sleep loss is
not only fatiguing but is often a
sign that the depression is
moderate to severe.
The experienced physician
soon learns that disturbance of
sleep from pain is one measure
of severity. If a pervin has possi-
ble diagnosis of acute appen-
dicitis, a key question may be:
How did you sleep last night? If
the patient responds that he
could not sleep because of pain,
the chances of a more serious ill-
ness are higher than if sleep
were normal.
If you are not feeling well and
you have had a change in your
sleep pattern recently, be sure to
mention this fact to your physi-
cian_ it auty help him
Q. Mr. C.H. asks whether hy-
pertension is the same as high
blood pressure.
A. When used as a medical
term, hypertension has the same
meaning as high Nord pressure
BLASINGAME
diagnosis of your illness or in
determining its significance or
severity.





preventing or treating heart dis-
ease. Is this so?
A. While authorities differ on
the use of alcohol in cardiacs, a
growing number of heart
specialists feel that persons with
heart disease should not drink
alcohol if they have severly
damaged hearts and congestive
heart failure. Alcohol is toxic, is
a sedative, and can have a
depressive effect on the heart
muscle. Persons with mild heart
disease should drink only limited
quantities of alcohol at any one
time -- 1.5 ounces of whiskey, one
beer, or 6 to 8 ounces of wine.
Alcohol is a mild tranquilder
and dilates the arteries to a
limited extent, but evidence is
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Let's Eat Out This Week!
Rudy's Restaurant
What can you say about Rudy's that thousands of
people aren't aware of... It's been on the court square for
between 40 8, 50 years, Rudy's feeds about 700 to 800
people between 6 a. m. and 8 p. m. That should tell you
they have good food.
No atmosphere, no carpet, no music, just darn good
food, catering to all ages. Rudy's starts with a real country
GRECIAN STEAK
641 North HOUSE 753-4419LWe Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar. 





in Steak & Seafood
*Fish 'Seafood 'Steak *Lobster *Chicken
US
Try Ow New RA)-Eye Steak I
Sold by The Ounce-Cat To Your Order
Hwy. 641 North Fri.-Sat. 4-10 p.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
4-9 p.m. 753-4141
breakfast featuring homemade biscuits, country ham, red
eye gravy. Lunch & Dinner. . All the ocean catfish you
can eat with all the trimmings plus many other goodies.
And don't forget a big 32 oz. Sirloin for 2 people that is
great and when you pay you teel like you are only paying
for one.
Oh Yes, if you want to talk BASEBALL, they do that too.
YzAisitqAk ZwAl
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads Desserts








Luncheon and dinner service.
PrIvote dining rooms by res•rvotion
Old Favorites NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 642-6113• Michelob on top
Friday Special
All the Catfish with
all the trimmings
AN you can oats2"




Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St. 753-7641
Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage 
Open 7 Days a Week
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
 •
Ow menu THURSDAY Chinese Chop Sooty. Epp Foe Time Sweet wad Sow Pork
Baked Ham FRIDAY . Italia' Baked [nape. Italian Spa/41mM While fish Cit
Fish SATURDAY Olezicas Isdieladai aud TICK Swiss Steak SUMP Roast
Beef as jes. Chicken &roast Itoli-vps. EVERYDAY Spanish Omelette All Dinners
served with Relish Tray. ken Soup. and Home Made Bread with every Nine
betty and Bill




Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Cooked Just the Way You like Them
Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger









Freedom Hall: A Golden Opportunity
Friday night, a group of young men from
Murray High will be representing not only the
local area but the entire Jackson Purchase
when the Tigers make their debut in Freedom
Hall to play against powerful Christian
County.
It is an excellent opportunity. For one thing,
Murray High could well wind up in Freedom
Hall next March and playing a game there
before the State Tournament could be a great
advantage if the Tigers do return.
Another thing is the chance for some state-
wide publicity. The gym won't be packed with
reporters by a high school game. But there
will he some there and probably a few college
scouts.
People like Bob Wilder and Raymond Sims
of the Tigers could benefit greatly by having
good games Friday. People in Louisville
really never pay any attention to high school
ball at this end of the state. And the reason is
they are never exposed to it by the press in
Murray High's Tigers are going to
Louisville because a group of people from
various individuals, organizations and
businesses raised the money. Also, the Tiger
cheerleaders will be going along.
The response in the community has been
fabulous. And with the economic situation
being the way it is, all the people involved in
helping finance the trip deserve a pat on the
back.
It's good to know there is still such a thing
as community action.
Racer Notes
Though disappointed with Murray State's
huge loss last night in Tulsa, I'd have to say
I'd rather lose by 32 points to Oral Roberts
rather than Louisville.
There are many good basketball players in
Louisville who will never get to play for UL.
Many of the local high school kids were
impressed with Murray Saturday. The
opinion seemed to be that if Murray State had
a big center and a 6-9 muscular forward, the
Racers could play with and maybe even beat
about anybody on a given night.
Somewhere, there just might be a couple of
those players in Louisville. You just never
know.
Another thing impressive was the Racers'
uniforms. I'd like to see Coach Fred Overton's
banclub wear their away uniforms in the
Fieldhouse sometime. They are a beautiful
blue with graduated gi Id stripes, just the
reverse of the home uniforms.
And most of the *Murray State fans who go
on the road for the first time agree they are
the sharpest looking uniforms they have ever
seen. I don't know if there are any certain
rules but if possible, how about wearing the
away uniforms at home once Freddie?
Cage Picks
At last! After going 3-9 last Tuesday, the
predictions took a turn the other way this
week going 10-1 last Friday. The only game I
missed was Trigg County's loss to Henderson
County.
I hit two games right on the nose: Lowes
defeated Carlisle County by six and Tilghman
beat Mayfield by 17.
Other close ones (with my prediction in the
parentheses) includes: Tilghman over
Murray by nine (4), Christian County over
Lyon County by 23(24), Hickman County over
Fulton County by two (6) and Symsonia over
Wingo by seven (11).
The prediction mark is now 22-15 on the
year for a percentage of .595.
Here are tonight's games:
MURRAY HIGH at Carlisle County by
nine: The Tigers have a better team. Carlisle
is not as physical and much smaller but they
are playing at home and that's a big ad-
vantage.
MARSHALL COUNTY at Calloway County
by seven: The Lakers need a win. I hope they
get one but Marshall County may be too
physical on the boards. If the Lakers are to
win, the outside shooting must be very tough.
Other games: Ballard at LONE OAK by
eight, Cuba at FULTON CITY by three,
LOU/ES at Farmington by 34, HICKMAN
COUNTY at Fancy Farm by 21 and Lyon
County at REIDLAND by 12.
Murray Middle Splits
Pair With Tough Heath
The Murray Middle School
Tigers split a pair of games
Monday night with visiting
Heath.
In the seventh grade game,
the Tigers dropped a heart-
breaking 33-32 contest but the
eighth grade Tigers got some
revenge for their younger
counterparts by whipping
Heath 40-77.
Murray had the ball with 14
seconds left and called a
timeout. But the Tigers threw
the ball away and it appeared
Heath had the one-point
Gift wrapped,
In Packs and Boxes
GIVE KING
EDWARD
America's Largest Selling Cigar
wrapped up.
On the inbounds pass play,
Gary Sims stole the ball.
Murray Middle missed two
shots from under the basket in
the final four seconds, the last
one hanging on the rim and
falling off just as the final
buzzer sounded.
There were some good per-
formances in the contest. Greg
Ray hit 13 points, including
three of three free throws, while
Sims added nine points in a
losing cause.
The Tigers led for most of the
garne and were ahead 22-19
going into the final action-
packed quarter.
In the eighth grade game, the
Tigers had their hands full
against a bigger Heath team.
Heath led 8-6 at the end of the
first period.
But in the second quarter,
Murray threw on the press and
that turned the game around.
By halftime, the Tigers had
edged out to an 18-14 lead. Then
in the third frame, Murray
outscored Heath 13-4 to sew up
the win.
Murray had its best game of
the year, outrebounding the
huge Heath club by a 2-1
margin.
Nicky Swig, who hit five of six
free throws in the game, hauled
in 12 rebounds while Bradley
Fit
. • •
CAN SANTA MAKE IT
THIS YEAR?
With air pollution at an all-time high, there is some
doubt whether Santa Claus will be able to make his
annual trip this year.
pper respiratory diseases attack older folks much
more frequently and as you know, Mr. CIMU1 is getting
on in years. It has also been said that Santa has a
touch of asthma which can easily he triggered when
flying over some of those smog-ridden larger cities.
Let's all become pollution fighters this year. It will
help all of us to stay healthier and will also keep those
reindeer flying.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
(Jpen-64 Hrs, Per Week
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Wells grabbed off 10. It was a
very balanced scoring attack
with Nicky Hibbard and Swift
each getting nine points while
Wells had seven and guard Rich
Rollins six.
Rollins had a fine floor game
and set up the offense very well
against the ever-changing
Heath defense.
The seventh grade is now 2-2
on the season and is averaging
35 points per game. The eighth
grade Tigers are 4-1 and are
scoring 45 points per game.
Next Monday, Murray Middle
will host a tripleheader.
At 5 p. m., a combiantion of
seventh and eight grade girls
will host Benton. In the other
two games, the seventh grade
Tigers and the eighth grade
Tigers will be playing Benton.
Seventh Grade
Heath 5 7 7 14-33
Murray 6 9 7 10-32
Heath ( 33) — Wright 8, Lloyd
4, Fletcher 12, Warford 3, Lakin
3 and Ball 3.
Murray (32) — Crittenden 2,
Ray 13, Klein 1, Perry 2,
Schanbacher 5, Sims 9, Bum-
phis, Morton and Bradshaw.
Eighth Grade
Heath 8 6 4 9-27
Murray 6 12 13 9-40
Heath ( 27) — Skinner 9, Long
6, Wright 4, Earl 2 and Amis 6.
Murray (40) — Hibbard 9,
Daniel 4, Swift 9, B. Wells 7,
Rollins 6, Britt 1, Bogard 2,
Milton 2, Santagado, Gray,
Long, C. Wells, Garland and
Thompson.
BASEBALL . .
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The
San Francisco Giants traded
pitcher Pete Falcone to the St.
Louis Cardinals for third base-
man Ken Reitz.
BASKETBALL .
KANSAS CITY — Matt
Guokas was traded from the
Chicago Bulls to the Kansas








Oral Roberts Explodes To Blow
Murray State Off Floor,
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Joe Tom Erwin may be the
top expert around the area
when it comes to hunting and
fishing.
And with all of his years as
sports information director at
Murray State, he's pretty good
at sizing up basketball teams
too.
"When you have a young and
inexperienced team, they will
usually play a good game for a
half. Then in the second half,
because of a lack of experienced
depth, they run into trouble,"
Erwin said Monday night
following the Racers' 90-58 loss
to Oral Roberts in Tulsa.
The game was tied five times
in the first half. At intermission,
Oral Roberts led only 41-37.
Then in the first three
minutes of the second half, the
run and gun Titans ran off eight
consecutive points and moved
out to a 49-37 lead. With just
over 12 minutes left in the
game, Oral Roberts was on top
63-47.
Over the next six minutes,
ORU outscored Murray 16-0 and
that was it.
"Our depth is freshmen and
not only do they have a disad-
vantage in talent, but they have
a disadvantage in experience,"
Racer Coach Fred Overton
said.
-The fright of going into such
a place as Mabee Center just
awes the young kids. And when
you have kids that aren't of
super talent, you'll probably get
beat.
-If you have kids like Sam
Drummer (a super freshman at
Austin Peay ) and Fly Williams
who are of super talent, you can
get by. Really, experience is a
big factor in our starting
lineup."
It was almost the same story
as what happened in Louisville
Saturday when the Racers led
31-28 at halftime before getting
blown out in the second half and
losing 78-59 to sixth-rated
Louisville.
-We have to play extremely
hard in the first half to stay in
the game against such teams as
Kansas, Louisville and Oral
Roberts. Then we come out in
the second hall and fail to go out
after the other team," Overton
analyzed.
You have to go out after the
first half and take it from the
other team. That was evident
against Athletes in Action. We
were down by 10 at halftime and
then in the second half, we got
after them.
"Oral Roberts came after us
with meat claws. They played
alley ball, they jumped up on us
and played extremely tough
defense. It's sort of like
defusing a time-bomb. You
have to take it apart carefully.
You make four or five floor
errors and suddenly, it all
cornes down on you," Overton
added.
It appeared the time-bomb
would go off early in the game
as the Racers found themselves
down 16-7 in the opening
minutes. But the Racers began
slowing the tempo of the game
and finally, with 7:43 left in the
contest, Murray tied it at 23
apiece as freshman Eddie
Williams of Mayfield canned a
free throw.
The score was tied at 25, 31, 35
before the Titans ran off four
straight points to pull out to a 39-
35 lead. Each team scored two
more points in the half and it
was 4147 at intermission.
Hooisers Maintain Top Spot
In Ratings, Maryland Second
By ALEX SACEIARE
AP Sports Writer
Indiana remains the over-
whelming choice for the top
spot in the Associated Press'
college basketball poll, while
Maryland has solidified its
standing as the nation's No. 2
team.
Indiana, idle last week after
opening its season with a re-
sounding 84-64 triumph over de-
fending champion UCLA Nov.
29, garnered 57 first place votes
from the nationwide panel of
sports writers and broadcasters
participating in this week's
poll, announced today. lt
Hoosiers, rated second to Ifee
nessee on the other two baltts.
received 1,176 points out of a
possible 1,180.
The next five clubs on the list
retained their positions from
last week, although Tennessee
barely missed climbing into the
top five.
Maryland, 3-0 after whipping
DePauw 99-42 and Richmond
98-71 last week, was a clear-cut
choice for second place with 1,-
048 points. Marquette, 2-0, with
victories over St. Joseph's, Ind.
87-60 and Northern Michigan 56-
45, retained third place with 838
points.
But last week Marquette
trailed second-place Maryland
by just 85 points; this week the
gap was 210.
The voting was based on
games played through Sunday,
Dec. 7. Indiana and Maryland
continued their winning ways
Monday night, the Hoosiers
beating Florida State 83-59 and
the Terps defeating Boston U.
122-82.
North Carolina beat Seton
Hall 75-63 and Virginia Tech 88-
75 last week to raise its record
to 3-0 and remain in fourth
place with 793 points.
UCLA bounced back from its
opening loss to Indiana by de-
feating San Jose State 90-80 and
Southern Illinois 81-60 and re-
ceived 584 points to keep hold
of the No. 5 rating in a three-
team dog-fight.
Louisville, 2-0 after a 78-59
triumph over Murray State,
polled 576 points and remained
in sixth place. Tennessee, 3-0,
beat Duke 86-80 and Michigan
82-81 last week and climbed one
notch to seventh with 568
points, including the two first-
place votes that eluded Indiana.
Completing the Top Ten were
Notre Dame, 3-0, 519 points;
Cincinnati, 4-0, 355, and Ari-
zona, 4-0, 327. Each climbed
one spot from last week's rank-
ings.
Kentucky, ranked seventh
last week, dropped out of the
Top Ten after losing to North-
western 89-77. The Wildcats, 0-
1, were rated 14th in the new
rankings.
Alabama, 3-0, climbed three
rungs on the ladder from last
week and headed the Second
Ten with 284 points. San Fran-
cisco, 3-0, remained No. 12 with
270 points and North Carolina
State, 3-0, held onto the 13th
spot with 237 points.
Completing the Second Ten
were Kentucky, 0-1, 141; Wash-
ington, 4-0, 75; Nevada-Las
Woman Track Coach For
Both Men And Women
LONG BEACH, Calif. AP —
The track coach is barely 5-feet
tall and 110 pounds, but athlet-
es at Dominguez Hill State Col-
lege shouldn't have any trouble
relating to her stern training
rules.
"I don't think I'll have any
problems," said the coach,
sporting a luminescent grin.
When I recruit, the kids get a
chance to see in advance who I
am. And if they have any hang-
ups about me, they won't par-
ticipate in the program."
Despite her size, Martha Wat-
son isn't likely to get many re-
jections.
The American record holder
in the long jump, Miss Watson
has competed at three Olympic
Gaines and many other U.S. in-
ternational teams.
Now 29, the affable Miss Wat-
son was named last week as
the school's head track and
field coach — for both men and
women. It's believed the first
time a woman has been named
to coach men at the collegiate
level.
The prospect doesn't bother
her at an.
-I've dealt with men before
in other jobs," she said. "I've
worked with them in recreation
and at track meets."
Teaching won't be a new ex-
perience for Miss Watson. For
four years, she worked as a
probation officer for misguided
teen-age girls in nearby Lake-
wood, where she also competed
for the Lakewood International
Track Club.
In the last year, she has been
coordinator of girls' and wom-
en's sports for the city of Car-
son.
Mike Kolsky, Dominguez
Hills' new athletic director who
also is only 79, chose Miss Wat-
son because of her rapport with
young athletes.
Learn To Fly
Have you always wanted to learn to fly but never
followed through. Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
at 489-2721 or 489-2414.
The procedure is simple and the satisfaction and,..
pleasure of flying is unmatched.
Thorobred Flying Service
489-2721 489-2414
Vegas, 4-0, 66; Auburn, 2-0, 65;
Michigan, 1-1, 57; Arizona
State, 3-0, 56, and Missouri, 4-0,
42.
Nevada-Las Vegas and Mis-
souri are the only newcomers
to the list, while Providence
and Kansas State dropped out
of the elite. Providence lost to
Alabama 71-67 last week, while
Kansas State posted two vic-
tories but also suffered an 81-80
loss to Southern Cal.
The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
Here are the Top Twenty
teams in The Associated Press
college basketball poll with
first-place votes in parentheses,
seasdli records through games
of Sunday Dec. 7 and total
points. Points based on 20-18-16-
14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:






7.Tennessee ( 2 ) 3-0 568











19.Arizona St. 3-0 56
20.Missouri 4-0 42
Then Oral Roberts came out
with all guns firing and ran off
eight straight in the second half
and from there on in, the Titans
scored at will.
Senior forward Jesse
Williams, who had 12 points in
the first half, hit 18 for the game
while senior Jeff Hughes added
10 and freshman Vic Jordan 10.
For ORU, 6-3 guard Arnold
Dugger finished with 22 points
as did 6-5 Tony Roberts.
Murray is now 2-3 on the
season and will return home to
90-58
host a tough Missouri Southern
team at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Sports Arena.
Murray 37 21-58
Oral Roberts 41 49-90
Murray (58)-1 Williams 18,
Blasmgame 2, Mays 5, Woolard
7, Jordan 10, Smith 2, E.
Williams 2, Hughes 10 and
Starbuck 2.
ORU (90)—Roberts 22, Collins
8, Johnson 12, Dugger 22,
Worrell 6, Scott 5, Hurdle 6,
Uzzell, Dublynn, Calbart 1,
Tucker 4, Holtgrewe 2 and Van
Horn.









You can put this Ben Franklin Fireplace almost any-
where. Cook-oot indoors with the swingout grill or
bean pot accessories. Authentic early American
charm in durable cast iron. A lifetime addition to
your home.
Made by




















































































By ALEX SACHARE .
AP Sports Writer
Florida State Coach Hugh
Durham thinks he knows how
to beat top-ranked Indiana.
Getting it done, however, is an-
other matter.
"It's important to get off to a
good start," Durham explained.
"Then there are two ways to
play against Indiana - either
run at them or go into a
freeze."
So how come Indiana whip-
ped Durham's Seminoles 83-59
Monday night, at one point
leading by a whopping 38
points?
"We didn't get that good
start," Durham said. "They
probably have the best defense
in the country. We couldn't at-
tack their set defense, so we
tried to run. We had the shots
- but didn't hit them."
Eight other members of the




A banquet honoring the
Murray High football team was
held Monday night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Bill Furgerson, football coach
at Murray State University,
was the featured speaker.
Furgerson was presented with a
ham for speaking at the
banquet, which was sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway
Jaycees.
There were 187 people in
attendance. Tiger football
Coach John Hina presented
different awards during the
banquet and letter jackets and
letter-bars were presented to
players.
Also helping sponsor the
banquet were the circulation
department of the Murray
Ledger & Times,Hutson
Chemical, Federal Savings and
Loan and Murray Electric
System.
Monday night, and most of
them came up winners.
No. 2 Maryland romped to a
122,82 decision over Boston U.,
No. 4 North Carolina pulled
away in the second half and
beat No. 14 Kentucky 90-77, No.
8 Notre Dame outlasted Kansas
72-64, No. 9 Cincinnati tripped
Biscayne 74-52, Kansas State
upset No. 10 Arizona 71-61, No.
Ii Alabama defeated Middle
Tennessee 76-62 and No. 20 Mis-
souri beat Rice 94-75.
Scott May scored 24 points
and Kent Benson added 22 to
lead the Indiana assault. Hoo-
siers Coach Bobby Knight used
reserves for much of the one-
sided game.
Indiana, foiling Durham's
strategy, outscored the Semi-
noles 14-2 at the outset. It was
47-20 at the half and then 79-41
before Knight rested his start-
ers for good.
Maryland, 4-0, led by just 52-
44 at halftime but buried BU
with a second-half blitz. John
Lucas' M points and Steve
Sheppard's 21 were high for the
Terps, who had seven players
in double figures.
Mitch Kupchak scored 24
points and Walter Davis added
19 to lead North Carolina past
Kentucky.
All-American Adrian Dantley'
27 points led Notre Dame past
Kansas. The Irish, 4-0, trailed
by four at the half but wore
down the Jayhawks on the
shooting of Dantley and Don
Williams, who had 16 points.
Bob Miller, Cincinnati's soph-
omore center, scored 19 points
and took down 10 rebounds as
the Bearcats, 5-0, coasted past
Biscayne.
Kansas State, 3-2, made a bid
to climb back into the top 20 by
upsetting previously unbeaten
Arizona, 4-1. Mike Evans
scored 11 consecutive points in
a 21,2-minute span of the second
half to build a nine-point lead
for Kansas State, and Arizona
never recovered. Evans fin-
ished with 25 points, while Ari-
zona center Bob Elliott had 20





We have 10-wides and 12-widkit
ALL PRICES
ALL SIZES
We have 25 homes to
Choose from!
RE-PO DEPOT
Drive a little and save a lot!
Johnah McKenzie, owner
Telephone 901-642-8539
5 Miles East of Paris on Hwy. 79
Gets
ndiana
T.R. Dunn and Reginald King
brought Alabama back from an
early 11-point deficit and the
Tide, 4-0, went on to beat
Middle Tennessee.
Willie Smith scored 77 points
to lead unbeaten Missouri to its
fifth triumph of the year. The
Tigers broke from a 22-22 tie to
a 49-34 halftime lead over Rice,
then turned back a comeback




The Murray Optimist Club
will hold a Tri-Star Basketball
skill contest at the Murray High
gymnasium this Saturday.
The contest is composed of
basic skill tests aimed at
evaluating a contestant's skill
in passing, shooting and drib-
bling.
Boys and girls will compete
separately in six age groups, 8-
13; against youth of their own
age.
"All that is needed to compete
is the desire and a pair of gym
shoes," said Howard Steely,
president of the Optimist Club.
There will be trophies
awarded to the first three
winners in each age group.
Entry blanks are available at
all city and county schools or at
the contest site on the day of
competition.
Boys competition will begin at
9 a.m. and the girls will start at
1 p.m.
HOCKEY . .
HOUSTON - Veteran Gordie
Howe of the Houston Aeros was
fined $1,000 by the World Hock-
ey Association and suspended
for two games for bumping an
official and receiving a game
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Faye Hurt  145
Judy Hale 140
Cindy Madigan 149
Come face to face with
anotherBOtaitao
Watch "This Britain: Heritage of the Sea" tonight on Public Television
and discover the brave heritage that has shaped the people of this








Made possible by a grant from Gulf Oil Corporation. Presented on PBS by WQED/Pittsburgh.
\PORTS Raiders Score Win And443
"""""4 ' 10 Sacks Over BroncosNorth Boys Win Pair
Of Games From Lowes
North Calloway doubled their
pleasure Monday night by
winning a pair of games over
visiting Lowes.
In the seventh grade conest,
North got its first win of the
season by taking a 24-23 victory.
The eighth grade game was
no contest as the powerful North
Lakers ripped the Blue Devils
58-33.
North's seventh graders led 8-
5 at the end of the first quarter,
but trailed by three at in-
termission and by three going
into the final frame. But in the
last quarter, North outscored
Lowes 6-2 to grab the victory.
North is now 1-3 on the season.
Kelly Rogers paced North
with nine points while Sibby
Colon added eight.
North got off to a rather slow
start in the eighth grade game
and led just 12-6 at the end of the
first period. But the hustling
Lakers exploded and outscored
Lowes 22-12 in the second frame
to lead 34-18 going into the
second half.
Coach Johnny Gingles left his
first five in the game for only 35
seconds of the second half. Then
the reserves took over and got
some valuable experience and
outscored Cowes 28-15 in the
final 12 minutes.
Kerry Lamb had 13 rebounds
in the contest as did Keith
Edwards. Lamb, although not
scoring, had a super game as he
also had a bundle of assists in
addition to his good night on the
baords.
In the scoring department,
Edwards tossed in a game-high
16 points while Terry Paschall
chipped in with nine.
The North eighth graders are
now 4-0 on the campaign.
Seventh Grade
Loues 5 8 8 2-23
North 8 2 8 6-24
Cowes (23)-Spicer 4, Whipts
3, Oliver 4, Crowley 2 and
McGary 10.
North ( 24 )-Rogers 9, Darnall
5, Colson 8, Bowden 2, D. Ahart,
Young and Ramsey.
Eighth Grade
Lowes 6 12 12 3-33
North 12 72 14 10-58
Lowes (30)-Paschall9, Furr
6, Graham 5, Edwards 16, Scott
8, Thorn 4, Boggess 4, McClure




By 'the Associated Press..
Fourth-ranked North Caroliia
disposed of Kentucky 90-77
Monday night in what Tar Heel
Coach Dean Smith called "an
aggressive game, like the
NBA."
It was the second straight
loss for the winless Wildcats,
who finished second in the
NCAA tournament last March.
It also started a miserable
night for Southeastern Confer-
ence basketball teams in which
three lost in four games.
The only winner was 14th-
ranked Alabama, and the Crim-
son Tide had to overcome an
early 16-5 deficit before bounc-
ing Middle Tennessee 76-62
Georgia joined Kentucky as the
only SEC teams without a vic-
tory when the Bulldogs were
upset 59-55 by Fairleigh Dickin-
son. Texas Tech beat Mis-
sissippi 57-51 in the other game.
Kentucky battled the favored
Tar Heels to a 42-42 standoff in
the first half, but couldn't keep
pace in the second half. Mitch
Kupchak of Carolina and Jack
Givens of Kentucky shared
scoring honors with 24 points
each. Larry Johnson added 18
and Rick Robey 14 in only 16
minutes of action for the Wild-
cats.
"I anticipated this kind of
game because Joe Hall had
said they would have to play
with more intensity than they
did against Northwestern in
their first game," said Smith.
"Kupchak did a tremendous
job," Smith added. "Nobody's
going to intimidate him."
Hall, the Wildcat coach, said,
"It was kind of a ragged game.
Our inexperience showed in the
second half, our shooting was
very bad."
Leon Douglas scored 18
points and blocked four shots to
lead Alabama over Middle Ten-
nessee. The Crimson Tide held
the visitors to only 10 points in
the first 14 minutes of the sec-
ond half. Tim Sisneros had 18
for MTS.
Ben Johnson's 14 points
paced Fairleigh Dickinson over
Georgia, which got 13 from
Walter Daniels. Bulldog star
Jacky Dorsey played only 11
minutes before leaving with a
hip pointer just before halftime.
Rick Bullock tallied 22 as
Texas Tech stopped Ole Miss,
which got 19 from John Billips.




With referees under fire for
controversial, game-deciding
calls that dampened one team's
playoff hopes and helped kill
the chances of another, Nation-
al Football League Commis-
sioner Pete Rozelle is looking
more seriously at the use (If in-
stant replays.
Two weeks ago, the Washing-
ton Redskins saw a sure victo-
ry over St. Louis turn into a tie
-- and eventually into a sud-
den-death overtime loss -
when the Cardinals got a dis-
puted touchdown on a fourth-




AP)-Austin Peay has picked
up its fifth basketball victory in
six games out this season after
stampeding over Indiana State
at Evansville 102-58.
Otis Howard led the Gover-
nors in the romp with 16 points
and nine rebounds in the non.
conference college basketball
game here Monday night
Austin Peay jumped to a 12-0
lead and held Indiana State un-
der double figures until 9:08
was remaining in the first half
At the intermission, Austin
Peay led 58-26.
The Governors also controlled
the boards, pulling dovo 67
rebounds to Indiana States 38
Gary Greene was the reboun-
der for Austin Peay with 12.
Lawrence Knight was llig
Eagles top gun with 14 point,
and 11 rebounds.
The game was the fifth
straight loss for Indiana State
against no wins.
of the fourth period.
That play - in which Mel
Gray caught the ball but was
stripped of it before his feet
touched the end zone turf -
spurred renewed demands by
Washington Coach George Allen
that each game have an addi-
tional official, one with instant
replay facilities to review ques-
tionable calls.
On Sunday, Buffalo was
knocked out of the playoff pic-
ture, losing 31-21 to Miami. The
Bills' chances of beating the
Dolphins were hurt not only by
Don Strock's two touchdown
passes and one scoring run but
by a call by head linesman Jer-
ry Bergman on an apparent
fumble by Miami's Mercury
Morris.
The play was ruled no fumble
- and when Buffalo's Pat Too-
May hit Bergman as he tried to
recover the ball, the official hit
the Bills' defensive end with a
15-yard penalty.
Rozelle, asked about the pos-
sible use of camera to settle
the controversies over such
calls as these, said: "If there is
a practical way, if the mechan-
ics can be resolved, we are not
opposed to it."
By ERIC PREWITT . .
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP) - The Oak-
land Raiders' defense rose to
the occasion by knocking down
Denver quarterbacks John Huf-
nagel and Steve Ramsey all
night.
"Ten sacks! That's what
makes my job easy - when the
line is putting pressure on the
quarterbacks," said rookie
safety Charles Phillips, who in-
tercepted three passes in the
Raiders' 17-10 victory over the
Broncos in a nationally tele-
vised game.
Otis Sistrunk, from his defen-
sive tackle position, led the
charge on the Denver passers.
He took part in five of the
sacks which took some heat off
the Oaldand offense and helped
Pro Football
At A Glance
Pro Football At A Glance




W.. L. .T. Pct. PF PA
S.Louis 9, 3 0 .750 298 243
Dallas 8 4 0 .667 288 237
Wash 8 4 0 .667 312 219
Phil 3 9 0 .250 189 274
NY Gnts 3 9 0 .250 162 269
Central Division
x-Minn. 11 1 0 .917 332 150
Del. 6 6 0 .500 215 224
G. Bay 3 9 0 .250 199 250
Chic. 3 9 0 .250 129 328
Western Division
x-L.A. 10 2 0 .833 280 127
S. Fr. 5 7 0 .417 223 229
Atl. 3 9 0 .250 196 258
NO n. 2 10 0 .167 134 290
American Conference
Eastern Division















PButt 7 5 
563
s:, 10 2 0 .833 279 194
8 4 0 .667 245 190
Central Division
11 1 0 .917 335 138
Cleve.2 10 0 .167 168 337
Western Division
xoak.
10 2 0 833321. 208
5 7 0 .417 216 283Denver
5 7 0 .417 24 273
S. Diego 1 11 0 .083 148 282
x-clinched division title
Monday's Result





San Francisco at Atlanta
b Lansaalo s
at 
lbiity ets, oat Cleveland
New Orleans at New York Gi
ants
Miami at Baltimore
S'. Louis at Chicago
Philadelphia at Denver
Minnesota at Detroit
Green Bay at Los Angeles
Houston at Oakland
Monday, Dec. 15
New York Jets at San Diego,
the playoff-bound Raiders win
their seventh straight National
Football League game.
The normally explosive of-
fense run by quarterback Ken
Stabler seemed to be working
with a silencer. Denver was
ahead 3-0 on Jim Turner's 18-
yard field goal which followed
an Oakland fumble in the first
period.
'They took almost everything
away from us," admitted Stab-
ler, who completed just two of
his first nine passes and suf-
fered two interceptions. Oak-
land's offensive efforts had ac-
counted for only 30 yards by
late in the second quarter.
But Horace Jones then sack-
ed Hufnagel, making his first
NFL start, at the Denver 21-
yard line and the Raiders drove
44 yards after taking a short
punt. Fred Biletnikoff shook
loose to catch passes which
gained 15 and 16 yards and
Harold Hart ran two yard for
the touchdown which sent Oak-
land ahead.
In the third quarter, after
Phillips' third interception
against Hufnagel, the Raiders
drove 48 yards for another
touchdown, scored by Pete Ra-
naszak on a one-yard run. That
was about it offensively.
Denver outgained Oakland by
76 yards, 254 to 178, despite the
74 yards subtracted from the
Broncos' total by the 10 sacks.
"Still, Oakland keeps on win-
ning, and you can't knock suc-
cess," said Broncos' Coach
John Ralston, whose team is 5-7
and aiming only for the runner-
up spot behind the Raiders, 10-
2, in the American Conference
West.
Ramsey threw a 33-yard pass
to Haven Moses to set up Fran
Lynch's five-yard touchdown
run in the final period and Den-
ver cut the Oakland lead to 14-
10.
Two killing pass interference
calls against cornerback Louis
Wright then hit Denver's de-
fense, setting up George
Blanda's 18-yard field goal with
2:21 left in the game.
..± thought (Ted) Kwalick
grabbed me. When I saw the
flag I thought, 'Good, he got
caught,' " said Wright, who re-
acted in disbelief when the first
penalty was called against him
rather than the Oakland receiv-
er.
The officials moved the ball
61 of the 80 yards on the drive
which led to the field goal.
When Denver got the ball back
for a final time, Ramsey went
down under linebacker Gerald
Irons and Sistrunk on succes-
sive pass attempts.
"They were all over us," said
Ralston.
TENNIS .
UPPSALA, Sweden - Ro-
mania's file Nastase defeated
Rolf Norberg 6-3, 7-5 in an
opening round match of the Up-
psala Open Tennis Tournament.
Miss Your Paper?
3mb:crimes who have net
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Herm Ledger L roofs by
5:30 p.m. ore urged to tall
;53-19+6 between 530 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to Mime delivery
of tho sow:paper. CAS OM




1) I .anizir Clothing
Styled by Carl Heart
To Be Given Awoy
December 24
Register in Store








Thv Starr for 50. n
- -
slowiiiThio'N'. & 11JES1
DECEMBER 8th & 9th Only
'.
104 64.44‘.
A comprehensive collection obtained by our
buyers from estates in New York, St. Louis,
New Orleans and more . . . through banks
and other markets.
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Western Scrambles To
Win Over Old Dominion
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — Johnny Britt scored 10
points below his average and
Chuck Rawlings seven below
his, but forwards Wilson James
and Mike Warner took up the
slack and led Western Ken-
tucky to an 84 76 basketball vic-
tory over Old Dominion.
James hit for 22 points and
Warner added 16 in the non-
conference contest Monday
night. Western took an 8-0 lead
in the first three minutes,
maintained a 39-31 advantage
at the half and never trailed.
Britt and Rawlings scored 14
each as the home team im-
proved its record to 3-0.
Old Dominion, now 1-3, was
led by Reese Nayland, who put
in 12 of his 20 points in the final
six minutes to lead a surge that
cut Western's lead to 74-70 with
2:48 remaining.
But the rally faltered as Nay-
land fouled out with 1:07 left,
and Western pulled away to
win. Western hit 46 per cent of
its shots from the floor to Old
Dominion's 40 per cent, and
outrebounded the visitors 57-45.
Western has a 12-day break
before hosting Troy State.
Murray State could use a rest
after Monday night's 90-58 loss
to Oral Roberts in Tulsa, Okla.,
but has no such luck.
Murray held Oral Roberts to
a four-point lead, 41-37, at the
half, but the home team out-
scored Murray 14-4 in the first
3,2 minutes of the second half
and tightened its defense, hold-
ing Murray to only 21 points in
the final 20 minutes.
Oral Roberts, now 4-1, was
led by Anthony Roberts and Ar-
nold Dugger with 22 points
apiece. Murray, 2-3, got 18
from Jesse Williams and 10
from Victor Jordan.
Murray returns home to host
Missouri Southern Wednesday.
Louisville, meanwhile, fresh
from a 78-59 victory over Mur-
ray on Saturday, gears up for
tonight's game against touring
Cal Poly-Pomona at Freedom
Hall.
Coach Denny Crum has men-
tioned pn.ssible changes in the
Cardinal lineup. Wesley Cox
looks good at forward, as does
Ricky Gallon at center and
Phillip Bond and Rick Wilson
at guards, Crum said. But he
added that Wilson may replace
freshman Larry Williams at the
other forward position.
"We're not getting consistent
play out of that other forward
spot," Crum said. "Wilson has
played better than the others —
I might play him up there."
• In other action Monday night,
Campbellsville downed visiting
Georgetown 75-65, Kentucky
Wesleyan rolled over American
Christian 90 55, and Xavier of
Cincinnati downed Union of
Barbourville 76-65.
Campbellsville led George-
town most of the way, and
Duane Dunagan hit 10 of 10
free throws in the final 54 sec-
onds to assure the victory. A
pair of Jim Parrish free throws
gave Georgetown a brief 59-58
lead with 2:54 to play, but Bar-
ry Barnes hit three layups to
put Campbellsville in front for
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
KM,
OW Sr,
127 South 7th Serest 247-1289 Mayfiatd
Open Sam. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
We Write Au Tickets For M Airlines While You HO
140 CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! 1
We Honor The Same Credit Cards 111111811M
The Airlines Do! Such As. 1111.1
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager
good.
At Owensboro, Kentucky
Wesleyan led 41-30 at halftime
and held American Christian
scoreless for 8:12 in the second
,half while increasing the mar-
gin to 60-30. William Johnson
led the winners with 16 points.
Despite a 28-point perform-
ance by Union's Mike Sam-
mons, Xavier took a 39-29 half-
time lead and never trailed as
forward Mike Plunkett hit 19
points and Gary Whitfield
added 18. It was Xavier's 10th







Beauty Box 3848 13h
Johnson Gro X 16
!Andy's  33 19
Corvette Lanes 29 23
Murray Ins 261/2 254.1
Jerry's 24 28
Peoples Bank 29 V
Bank of Murray 22 xi
Sturteys 14 38
Dennison Hunt 14 38
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Lindy's 2642
Beauty Box 31/39
Bank of Murray 3142
Johnson Gro 3113
Hugh Ind. Game (SC)
Nete Burnham  • 216
Faye Hurt 191
Wanda Nance 182
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Zandra Barrow • 144
Faye Hurt . ,... "  143
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East Girls Split Pair
Of Games At Southwest
East and Southwest Calloway
split a pair of girls' games
Monday night at Southwest.
In the seventh grade contest,
Southwest exploded in the final
period to take a 32-22 win while
in the eighth grade battle, Fast
held off the pesky Southwest
team 24-18.
Fast was winless coming into
the seventh grade game while
Southwest had only been beaten
once. At halftime, East was
rolling along with a 14-7 lead but
in the third period, Southwest
came to life and forced a 20-20
deadlock entering the final
period.
Southwest outscored East 12-2
in the last quarter for the 10-
point victory margin.
Laurie Charleton had 20
points to pace East while Krista
Stanley had 14 for Southwest
and Sherri Miller added eight.
East is now 0-3 while Southwest
improves its mark to 4-1.
East rolled out to an 8-0 lead
in the eighth grade game and at
halftime, the visitors led 14-3.
Both teams scored on even
terms in the third period but in
the last quarter, underdog
Southwest battled back and
closed the final margin to only
six points.
Mary Wagoner had 16 points
to pace East while MeLea
Paschall led Southwest with
seven. The East eighth graders
are now 3-1 while Southwest
falls to 0-5.
Seventh Grade
East 8 6 6 2-22
Southwest 5 2 13 12-32
East (22)—Burkeen 2,
Charleton 20, Knipp, Weber,
Garner, Garland and Adkins.
Southwest 32)—S. Miller 1,
Calhoun 4, Porter 2, Stanley 14,
D. Miller 3 and Gibson 1.
Eighth Grade
East 8 6 8 2-24
Southwest 0 3 8 7-18
East (24)—Tucker, Barnett,
Wilson 2, Overbey 6 and
Wagoner 16.
Southwest (18)—Paschall 7,
Higgins 1, Page 2, Fleming 2,
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Dorothy Stone of Route 1, Dexter was our
big winner in the Southside Merchants
second of 4 Big Give-aways of $200 each.
The winning ticket came from Dunn's Fur-
niture, TV and Appliance. Billy Brandon,
chairman of the Southside promotion is
shown presenting the $200 check to Mrs.
Stone.
Tarkenton Only Two Scores




— Professional football's ver-
sion of the Georgia Peach is
packing up all of the game's
passing records for shipment to
his home state, where many of
h2seball's hitting records al-
ready are enshrined.
Francis Asbury Tarkenton
needs only two touchdown
passes to surpass the record of
290 held by John Unitas. That
record could fall by next Sun-
day during Minnesota's game
at Detroit.
The 35-year-old minister's son
from Athens, Ga., throws the
way the original Georgia
Peach, Ty Cobb, used to hit.
"Francis is going to set some
records that never will be bro-
ken," says Unitas, who spent 18
years establishing his brilliant
totals.
Tarkenton already has sur-
passed Unitas' completions
mark by 58 this season, while
establishing a Minnesota record
of 230 completions in a %Pawn
with two games remaining. He
has passed for 2,622 yards and
23 touchdowns, while being in-
tercepted 11 times in 355 at-
tempts.
With 32 more passing at-
tempts — a mark he seems
certain to reach in the next two
games — Tarkenton will have
thrown more passes than any-
one else. He remains 1,771
yards shy of Unitas' lifetime
standard of 40,239 yards paKs-
ing.
Minnesota Coach Bud Grant
says Tarkenton's 15th pro sea-
son is his best. "Francis is set-
ting career records while he is
at the very top of his profes-
sion," he said. "He has all thg•
qualities of greatness and en-
thusiasm, but most important
is his durability. Francis is al-
ways ready."
Tarkenton never has missed
an NFL game because of an in-
jury. He still plays with the ex-
uberance of a 21-year-old,
which he was when he passed
for 1,997 yards and 18 touch-
downs in his rookie season.
After six stormy years under
Coach Norm Van Brocklin at
Minnesota, Tarkenton asked to
be traded and spent five sea-
sons with the New York Giants
before being reacquired by the
Vikings in 1972.
"Football is a lot more fun
when you're on a winning
team," said Tarkenton.
Tarkenton, rapped as a
scrambler in his early years,
has given respectability to that
frenetic activity. Grant likes to
say Tarkenton's elusive maneu-
vers "buy time" for the guar-
FAMILY
JEWELRY
terback and the receivers.
Tarkenton also has rushed for
more yards than any other
quarterback in the game's his-
tory, with 3,627 yards on 608
carries. That averages just less
than six yards per run.
Tarkenton still has one year
remaining on his present con-
tract with Minnesota, and phys-
ically appears capable of play-






Capture her heart with an exquisite 10kt or 14kt
yellow or white gold ring that embraces colorful
birthstones Each stone represents a loved one to
Mother or Grandmother that she II treasure
forever?
There's a birthstone ring available to suit every
style taste and budget starting as low as $2995
Shop the city within a city
See Wednesday's Murray Ledger
and Times for Great Holiday Values!
A winning ticket will be drawn at 6:00
p.m. next Saturday in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center and the following Saturday at Un-
cle Jeff's Center. Be sure to be there for
the drawing. However, you do not have to




Participating merchants include The
Independent Southside Merchants,
The Southside Shopping Center,
Merchants, The Southside
Manor Merchants,
The Bel-Air Merchants _
and t6ancle Jeff's
Center Merchants.
REGISTER AT THESE PARTICIPATING STORES FOR $200
TO BE GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK TIL CHRISTMAS
King's Den















Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.
The Place-Lad and Lassie
Dunn TV and Appliances
The Shoe Tree
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Lassiter Sawmill A Family Operation
The Lassiter Sawmill In Hazel Is strictly
a family operation.
Now we're not going to say who does the
work, but to hear the women tell it, well,
we'd better not go into that.
The ownership of the mill is split up five
ways, all in the family, of course. W. D.
440.141 ~. .‘•
-law Joe Thompson, and a sister-tn- w,
Mrs. George Rob I assiter, all share in the
Of rnership.
The mill was started in 1971, and last
year cut over a half million feet of lumber
The Lassiter's do most of their own
logging, as well. They have several
customers, including pallet contracts, and
bridge material for the county, and also do
quite a bit of custom cutting.
There are usually five or six people
working at the mill, including Thompson.
Fay Lassiter, Shirley Raspberry, Ruby
Lassiter, Verla Robinson, a daughter; and
Randy Lassiter.
Somehow it's just nice to see a family
that can work together, have a good time,
and still make allying at it, but don't let
anybody kid you, it's definitely hard work
The Lassiter's do most of their own cutting for rough logs, as well as processing
the lumber.
Ruby Lassiter takes the chain ‘,,, to finish the middle from one of the logs.
Veda Robinson, foe Thompson and Fay tassiier take a
brief respite between logs.
The whirling saw makes quick work of turning the logs into finished lumber.
The finished boards are run assembh
line from the SAW and stacked for
delivery.
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Rescue 4  753-6952
Ambulance  753-9332





Poison Control  753.7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need 753-NEED
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3. Gard 01 Thanks
THE FAMILY of Vadie
Scott wants to express
their heart felt thanks to
all that helped during her
sickness and death. We
want to acknowledge our
very kind and dear neigh-
bors that helped with the
children, prepared food
and looked after our
homes. The nurses,
surgery staff, especially
I. C. U. nurses that took
such good care of her,
gave comforting words to
the family and sent
flowers to our home, Dr.
Hal Houston and Dr.
Jackson for workirg so
faithful with her. The
Mercy Ambulance ser-
vice that took her to
Memphis. All our many
friends and relatives that
sent flowers and gave
contributions of money.
Each one that brought
food to our home,
especially Pleasant
Valley Church that was so
kind. Bro. Connie Wyatt
who stood by us so faith-
fully. The comforting
words of Bro. Wyatt and
Bro. Arlie Larimer at the
funeral. Bro. Jim Hurt
and each one that helped
with the beautiful song
service. To my super-
visor, administrator and
co-workers at West View
Nursing Home that
showed their sympathy in
so many ways and to the
Red Cross for bringing
our son home. We are
especially grateful to
each and every one of the
blood donors. If we have
missed anyone that
helped us in any way, all
has been appreciated.
May God truly bless each
and every one of you!
Husband - Conn Scott,
Sons - Bobby and Donald
Scott, Daughter - Peggy
Jones, Son-in-Law - Bert
Jones.
5 lost And Found
1958 GRADUATION ring f
lost at Roses, Friday
night. Reward offered. If
found call 753-5949 after
3(30.
6 Help Wanted
FOUR PERSONS men or




established firm. Must be
neat, and at least 21 years
of age. Provide own
transportation. Unlimited
income for right person.
Inquire at 203 South 5th,
Suite 104, between 10 a. m.
and 12 a. m. and 1:30 to




















houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
00114.
WOULD LIKE to buy two
15" Rims for a Dodge.
Call 437-4291 after 5 p. m.
%MINED BULL calf. Call.
753-2388.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Mao Al ' buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3544440.
15. Articles For Sale
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.03 a rick. Will





Used twice. $75.00. Call
767-4386.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
CLEANINGEST CARPET
cleaner you ever used. So
easy too. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
SHERWOOD S-7200 stereo
receiver in perfect con-
dition. Still under
warranty. Selling cheap.










carpet cleaner is tops.




ruffled curtains. One pair
- 8" wide and 90" long.
Two pair - 36" wide and
90" long. Call 753-0172.
PRACTICALLY NEW.
Two wheels with snow
tires. With steel studs and
tubes. Size 78-15. Also two
wheels with snow tires
with studs and tubes. Size
750-14. Call 753-2728.




Size Pi. Like new, with
carrying case. 820.00. Call
753-1847.
PHILLIPS REEL to reel,
7" reels sound on sound.
Very good condition.
$150.00. Call 753-6280 after
SEARS SOLID state 125
watt amplifier. Four
imputs, reverb tremolo,
two 12" speakers,_ foot
switch, also electric
guitar. $150.00, buys them
both. A real bargain, ideal




















$25.00. White metal desk,







$50.00. ("all 753-8208, after
3:30 p. m.
SMALL OVAL TABLE
-Good condition. Call 753-
5766 between 4 and 6 p. m.
GOOD CLEAN INNER
spring mattress and box




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY Vactaun Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
New and rebuilt





$50.00 or best offer. Call
753.2364 before 2:30.
19 Farm Equipment
TWO 12" plows, 6 ft. disc, 2
row cultivator, one row
cultivator, one drill, one
rotary hoe, one spray rig,
one culti-mulcher and one
disc plow. 410 Massey
Ferguson combine with
14' header and pickup
reel. AU this equipment


















Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 28" 10 speed.










A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM














BOOK & SLIP CASE
Great for Begirglefs al all ages









rwo STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0670.
071 II* TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call .753-4716.
1970 MairL JEEP truck.
Camper, wheels and tires.
Four wheel drive. Also




for Christmas gifts. Also
1971 442 Oldsmobile. 1975
Datsun pickup, new, lots








30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.513 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
or 642-8947.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MUST SELL, MOVING.
1972 Atlantic 2 bedroom,
furnished, $4,500. Call 753-
7302 or 753-9512.
1971 DOLPHIN MOBILE




Come In and Browse Around
ewela.rt *
Says Make Your Xmas Gifts
And Save
Thousands of Items To Owns iron
kali Wort Wood Clime. 753.7707
UMW 6tsn 11111
Aintso Niers
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27 Mobile Nome Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 4434226.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
40. Excellent condition.
Call 753-2.670 after 4:00 p.
m.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street
Call 753-3855.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816.
/8. Heating 8 Cooling
ASHLEY WOOD HEATER
with blower. Used about
years. $50.00. Call 753-
4590.
29 Mobile Home Rentak
MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric,
water, lawn mowing and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $50.00 deposit,
$125.00 per month. Call
753-2377.
NICE THREE BEDROOM
trailer in the country.
Unfurnished, years lease.
$95.00 monthly. C.s.11 498-











A finis instrument for the finest sound
in stereo housed in luxurious walnut
groin and brushed chom• cabinetry.









Th/ TWIN DETACHED SPEAKERS
Weimar Geoin finish deck with "two large
speaker boxes. The now automatic or mono.
al program selector button. 3 -Slide controls.
WM 102 STEWART SOLID STATE AM/FM
DIGITAL CLOCK
Side rule duel •60 minute switch 'wood groin cabinet













Open Evenings tit Christmas
153-5165
THREE 2 BEDROOM




30. All new, total electric
with central heat and air.
Call 753-7381.




Call 767-4055 after 6 p. m.





and air. Shown by ap-











clean, small quite, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.




way 121. Call 753-3139











ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,
central heat and air,
patio. $150.00 month. Call
753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR











commodate 2, 3, 4





IWI 753-5865 days or753-5108 after 6:00and on Sunday.
FURNISHED APART-




33. Rooms For Rent
FOR REVT ONE sleeping
room 3 miles east of
Murray. Call 753-1957.
ROOMS FOR 'RENT in a
country home. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM new




1.1.17:14:4:.,:::=Z-1 /2 9 
'I'LL TELL YOU WHAT HE CARRYING 94
THAT CASE. Will4a PROBLEMS AIR -
LIME 5CHE -- coi.ri-EmPr
crtATiows.






unfurnished. $1 0 0.00
month. Available
December 15. Call 753-
0169.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE.
$125.00 per month. Broad
Street ExtenEed. Call 753-




Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and









All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek





female Irish Setter, one
female old English Sheep
dog. All AKC registered.
Also Surge elevated feed
stalls. Call 753-6488.
A K C REGISTERED
Beagle puppies. Will be 8
weeks old Christmas. Will
hold for Christmas. Call
753-9918 after 5 p. m.
41. PublIc
GARAGE SALE will
continue daily this week
from 4-7 p. m. at 314 South
15th. Lots of clothes,
bookr and many other














Antigens, Ares betties, Ohs.
eel dishes, pictvres, repeat
kits, Ike new, clothes (neat,
evasen, children) steeps, T.V.,
delis, lets el aiscellenbeas, ales
take items ea cwisigwoowt.
43 Real Estate
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting (1) three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We




brick home in Murray on
1 acre lot, 2 baths, large
den, central gas heat,
central air, carpeted,
built-ins, area of nice
homes, $37,500. Shown by
a ppointmen t Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th., 753-3597
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
FOR LISTING and selling
you property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call





B. B. Hook, 753-2387.
Audra Moody, 753-9036
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162
46 Homes For Sale
HOME ON 3 WOODED
acres, 7 miles southeast of
Murray. $10,500. Call 753-
0268 or 753-6460.
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom
house. Unique design,
large lot. Many extras.
Buy now and save. Call
753-3903.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
Farris Avenue in Murray.
Carpet, large den,
fireplace, lots of closet
space, double
refrigerator freezer,
stove, washer and dryer,
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. All drapes in-
cluded. $28,000. By ap-
pointment only. Call 753-
0370.
46. Homes For Sale
OR LEASE. Three
bedroom brick home, 1/2
years old. Fully carpeted,
central heat and air, 1/2
baths, 2 car garage, two
blocks from Murray High
School. Call 753-7154 or
753-0053.
NEWLY REMODELED
home on 1% wooded
acres, near lake, beach
and boat dock. In New
Concord area. Two
bedrooms, den, large
kitchen, living area with
fireplace, garage. 12 x 20
screened patio. Priced to
sell at $24,500. Call 436-
2555.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
Phone 489-2330.
47 Motorcycles
1971 YAMAHA MX 254,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
1974 XL100, PERFECT
shape. $275.00. Call 753-
0175 anytime before 6:30.






1970 1-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereoand




model. Vanner, 25', 19,000





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 44 mile east





No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
AWNING, LAttPoRTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647




1973 125 YAMAHA Endure-
132500
1974 125 Can-Am '595'























sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time Give us a call




509 ( 1ayshire Drive.
tove, refrigerator,









Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537.
VERY NEAT two bedroom
house, 1108 Vine. Stove,
refrigerator, washer,






Henry Street. $17,500. Call
753-3358
BRICK, Call 753-0239.
1918 PLYMOUTH Fury 111.
$350.00. Call 753-7925 or
753-4323.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Truck
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975








1969 CHEVELLE 327, 4
speed with mag wheels.
Call 767-4474.
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Brouglun, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 753-6564.
1966 CHEVROLET pickup




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
51. Services Offered
CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work




'work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2506, open 7
days a week.
ADDING A NEW room to








Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-












Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 7534343.
SEE THE Great Energy
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Shop. South 4th Street.
54 Free Column
SIX PUPPIES TO BE
given away. Mixture of
Border Collie and Collie.
Call 753-2361.
FREE- THREE 8 week old
collie puppies. Free to
any kind soul who will
give them a good home.
Call 753-8399 after 4:30 p.
m.
SIX ADORABLE KIT-
TENS just in time for
Christmas. Call 474-2757.
FREE TWO CUTE MALE
puppies mixed breed, will
be medium size dogs. Call
753-0277.
55 Wanted
LADY WISHING to ride
with couple going to
Florida near Tampa




Sealed bids for equipment, furniture, and
shelving necessary for the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
will be received at the existing Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071, until 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., Tuesday, December
16, 1975.
Specifications may be obtained from the Con-
struction Office, Department of Library and Ar-
chives, Post Office Box 537, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601.
Bids may be mailed or delivered to the Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main. Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071 to arrive before 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., of
the day set for receiving bids. The Department of
Library and Archives will act as the Owner's Agent
for all equipment, furniture, and shelving bids.
The Owners reserve the right to hold all bids for a
period not to exceed thirty (30) days from the date
of the closing of bids and to reject any and all bids if
deemed to be in their best interest.
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Max Hurt
President
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Ortis H. Key Funeral Held For
Dies Monday; Was Chalmous Clayton
Former Countian
Mrs. Ortis H. (Clara) Key of
Paducah died Monday at eleven
a. m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. She had
resided in Calloway County
until moving to Paducah in 1956.
The deceased was a member
of St. Luke's United Methodist
Church and was a member and
pro tern organist of Clara
Henrich Chapter No. 424 of the
Order of the Eastern Star. Born
in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of Joseph and Mary
Outland Erwin who survive.
One son, Jerry Key, died in 1968.
Mrs. Key is survived by her
husband, Ortis H. Key, and one
son, Dan Key, Paducah;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Erwin of Murray Route Four;
five sisters, Mrs. Bob Orr and
Mrs. Lucille Cooper of Murray
Route Four, Mrs. R. L. Cooper
and Miss Leola Erwin of
Murray, and Mrs. Loyd
Swearengin of Benton, Tenn.;
one brother, James E. Erwin,
Hazel Route One; two grand-
children, Daniel and Alan Key,
Paducah.
Friends may call at Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah, where
Eastern Star and funeral ser-
vices will be held at 7:30 p. m.
tonight ( Tuesday) with Rev.
Herman Choate officiating.
The body will be brought to
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, where friends
may call after one p. m. Wed-
nesday.
Funeral services will be held
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church on
Thursday at 1:30 p. m. with
Rev. Hoyt Owen, Rev. Herman
Choate, and Rev. A. H. McLeod





The funeral for Mrs. Willie
Mae Decker will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. David
Roos officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after seven p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mrs. Decker, age 96, widow of
C.O. Decker, died Saturday at
Carmel Hall, Detroit, Mich.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Harold
Burrows, Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Martha Yarnall, Del Ray
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Helen
Gray, Lake Odessa, Mich.;
three grandchildren.
Funeral services for
Chalmous C. Clayton were held
Monday at two p.m. at the Mt.
Pleasant United Methodist
Church with Rev. Gary Whit-
worth and Rev. W. Edd Glover
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White providing the music.
Pallbearers were Woodard,
Wilburn, Brown, Tellus,
Tommy, and Elvis Clayton, all
nephews. Burial was in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Clayton, age 79, died
Saturday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Keys Wells, Murray, two
sons, Raymond Clayton,
Calvert City, and Herbert
Clayton, Buchanan, Tenn.; one
brother, Marshall Clayton,
Puryear, Tenn.; seven grand-
children; eleven great grand-
children.
Con G. Wallis Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Held At Farmington
Con G. Wallis died Saturday
at 4:30 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 91
years of age and a retired
farmer of Mayfield Route Five.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Earl (Evelyn) Jones of
Graves County and Mrs. Elsie
Parker of Murray; one son,
Billy Wallis of Indianapolis,
Ind.; seven grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Monday at two p.m. at the
Farmington 'Baptist Church
with Rev. Harry Yates and Bro.
James Shockley officiating.
Active pallbearers were Joe
Riley, Moses Riley, Holland
Shelton, Lubie Cavitt, James
Ray West, and Dwight West.
Honorary pallbearers wtre
members of Buel Taylor's
Sunday School Class of the
Farmington Baptist Church of
which Mr. Wallis was a
member.
The Byrn Funeral Home of
Mayfield was in charge of the
arrangements.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2
no change. Below dam 306.6
down 3.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 353.7
down 0.3. Below dam 317.3 down
0.7.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:58.
Moon sets 11:34 p.m., rises
Tuesday 12:25 p.m.
The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will hear a program by the Fifth
and Sixth Grade Chorus at the
meeting to be held Thursday,
December 11, at seven p.m. at
the school auditorium.
Mrs. Margaret Porter will
direct the students in the
musical program.
The public is invited to attend




The annual United Campus
Ministry Christmas program
will take place at this Wed-
nesday's luncheon at the UCM
building, 202 North 15th Street,
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m.
Three students from the
Speech and Theatre Depart-
ment will give a series of
readings which will take both a
sacred and secular look at
Christmas. Lawrence
Fehlingetti's poem, "Christ
Climbed Down," will be read by
Deanna Fleck. Brad Holbrook
will present a cutting from
Dylan Thomas' "A Child's
Christmas in Wales." "Emp
tiness," a selection from "The
Reed of God" by Caryll
Houselander will be given by
Marcy Maddox.
Musical interludes between
each reading will be performed
by Ben Jobe who will also lead
Christmas Carols at the close of
the program.
The cost of the luncheon is
$1.25 and for information or
reservations call 753-3531.
NOTICE
To All Winners Of The December 6th Drawing Of
Cash Prizes
and Merchandise
Is In The Mail
Murray Downtown
Merchants Assn.
Merry Christmas to all
and to all a good watch.
Seiko and Lady Seiko.
There's a Seiko watch for everyone on
your Christmas list. Any Seiko or Lady
Seiko watch you choose offers outstanding
good looks; many have those sophisticated
Seiko colored dials. The designs are
endless, fortress or casual wear. There
are watches for sports, and chronographs
for the serious sportsperson-divers,
racers, etc. And there's quartz for men or
women, for a whole new standard of
accuracy. There's everything you want in
a gift-even reasonable prices.
• na_sciersassua _
7J, wh4ii too/stinnless steer 
173, hick. sellAvincling..instent-sed
I.indsey s Jewelers spring green dial with lummous
day/ date calendar. 90 2 ft.'ute,katbuiredb elie I ,
water tested Stemless steel,
Court Square 
markers, adiusteble bracelet.
RIBBON CUTTING - Ribbon cutting ceremonies were held munday afternoon during the
grand opening of Conrad's Pianos and Organs in Olympic Plaza Shopping Center. Left to right
are Cedric Paschall of the Bank of Murray, Tom Karvounis, plaza de%,eloper Frank Conrad, store
owner; Jim Perry, present store manager; Joe Dick, Bank of Murra Lloyd Whalen, new store
manager; and Jim Johnson, Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales
Middle School PTO None Injured In Plane
To Hear Students
Crashes Near Campbell
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. ( AP)-
Air Force officials say they are
unable to offer an immediate
explanation for the crash of two
A37 pilot trainer planes in a
wooded field near here.
The two-seater jets crashed
Monday afternoon moments
after taking off from Ft. Camp-
bell's airfield where they had
stopped to refuel en route to
g&44iazt,ket
Prices of stocks of local interegtat soon
todsy furnished to the Ledger & 2imes by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco  .173/4
Amer. Motors 53/4 -3/4
Ashland Oil 19 +3/4

















Prices of stock of local interest at nom
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledwe, I
Times by Fits el
Murray, are as follow*:
U.S. Homes 4i -•••
Kaufman & Broad...Ps +3/4
Ponderosa Systems  unc
Kimberly Clark 13,. +tip
Union Carbide 5614 -3/4
W.R. Grace 24,4 -3/4
Texaco  33 .14
General E3ec. 45S Ali
GAF












A chamber music concert will
be presented Tuesday,
December 9, at 8:15 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall on the
campus of Murray State
University.
The Baroque String En-
semble, directed by Prof. David
Nelson, will open the concert
with Bach's Cantata No. 51,
"Jauchzet Gott in alien Lan-
den."
Featured in this work will be
faculty members Jenny




Quintet, coached by Prof. David
Gowans, will perform Mozart's
Divertimento No. 7, KV 270.
Following intermission the
String Ensemble will perforrn
Handel's Concerto Grosso, op.
6, No. 3 and Bach's Third
Brandenburg Concerto.
The concert is free and open
to the public.
Barksdale Air Force Base, La.
Post officials said the pilot
and crew member on each air-
craft parachuted to safety be-
fore the planes crashed about
five miles south of Herndon,
Ky.
The planes did not hit each
other in mid-air and there is no
immediate explanation for the
crashes, said Lt. Col. Billy R.
Henderson, commander of the
910th Tactical Fighter Group at
Youngstown, Ohio.
The aircraft, part of a Young-
stown-based reserve unit, were
on their way to Louisiana for a
one-week deployment mission.
A board of inquiry from Shaw
Air Force Base, fli., was to in-
spect the site of the crash to-
day.
The pilot and crewman on
each aircraft were identified as
Capt. Thomas J. Ward, Canton,
Ohio, and S.Sgt. Joseph S. Kish,
Jr., Bristolville, Ohio; U. Lar-
ry D. Haines of Westchester,
Calif. and T.Sgt. Francis
Gradski, Youngstown.
They were admitted to the
post hospital for observation al-
though officials said none of





Bill and Eura Flood are the
new owners of the Step Ladder
Children's Store in the Bel Air
Shopping Center here.
Eura Flood and his wife Fran,
of Calloway County will be
managers of the store.
Bill Flood, of Union City, has
19 years experience in retailing.
He was with Belk Department
Stores for 14 years, and has five
years experience in his own
stores. Flood owns two other
stores, the Youth Center in
Union City, and Nolen's in
Jackson, Tenn.
The Flood's have added
considerable inventory to the
store, and said they plan to sell
this out at reduced prices. New
inventory has been ordered, and
will be delivered when the
current goods are sold.
"We are proud to be a part of
this fast-growing , community
and plan to carry a good
selection of quality brand name
merchandise. We believe the
customer is the most important
person in our business and plan
to offer good and fair service,"
The Flood's said.
The store will open Thursday
morning at 10:00 in the Bel-Air
Shopping Center.
NEW OWNERS-Eura and Fran Flood, of Calloway County,
are the new owners and managers of the Step La
dder
Center. Co-owner
of the store is Bill Flood, of Union City, 
Tenn.
Children's Store in the Bel-Ak ShopPing
Meeting Planned With Nationalists
Holding Hostages In Holland Today
AMSTERDAM, The Nether-
lands ( AP) - An Indonesian
Embassy official was to meet
today with a representative of
South Moluccan nationalists
holding more than 50 hostages
in the Indonesian consulate in
Amsterdam and aboard a
stranded train in northern Hol-
land.
The train siege was in its
eighth day and the consulate
siege in its sixth, and police ex-
pressed doubt that either one
would end soon.
The political counselor of the
Indonesian Embassy, Surjadi
Kromomihardjo, agreed to
meet with the Rev. Semeul
Metiary after the gunmen who
seized the consulate last Thurs-
day released a 14-year-old In-
donesian girl and three boys 13,
14 and 17 years old.
Surjacii said he would only
talk with Metiary in a private,
unofficial capacity, not as a
representative of the Embassy.
The Embassy refused to have
any official contact with the
Moluecans to avoid any appear-
ance of recognition of their de-
mand for independence for
their native islands in In-
donesia.
Dutch officials have made no
attempt to negotiate with the
Moluccans aboard the train
since the breakdown Sunday of
mediation efforts by a leader of
the South Moluccan community
in The Netherlands, Johan Al-
vares Manusarna.
The freed children were the
last of 16 who were attending
an Indonesian school in the con-
sulate building when the gun-
men broke in last Thursday.
They said there were seven Mo-
luccans occupying the con-
sulate, not six as the police pre-
viously believed, and that they
were holding 27 adult hostages.
But shortly after midnight the
gunmen released one of the
adults, an Indonesian teacher
in the school who police said
was suffering from pneumonia.
Police believe there are six
Moluccans aboard the train,
More Burley Sold, But
Prices Fall To New Low
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky farmers, like others
In the eight state burley belt,
sold sharply increased amounts
of tobacco as the third week of
sales commenced, but saw
prices fall to a season low.
Twenty-eight of Kentucky's 30
markets held sales Monday,
and farmers sold a total of 20,-
864,986 pounds of burley, up
from 16,756,609 pounds last
Thursday, the final day of sales
last week.
The average price was
$104.27 per hundred pounds,
down from an average of
$105.14 per hundred last Thurs-
day and a season high of
$109.70 on Dec. 1.
Farmers at Mount Sterling
received the highest prices in
Kentucky, averaging $108.45
per hundred pounds on volume
of 622,375 pounds. The state's
lowest average was $98.75 per
hundred on volume of 402,330
pounds at London.
The day's highest volume
was at Lexington, where 2,964,-
257 pounds of burley brought an
average of $103.98 per hundred.
The low was at Franklin, where
226,228 pounds averaged $103.21
per hundred.
The Federal State Market
News Service said volume was
heavy at most points and prices
held generally steady across
the eight-state belt.
Changes in grade averages
were small in most cases, the
service said, with better qualiy
marketings continuing to sell
for $115 per hundred pounds,
and lower grades such as non-
descript selling on the average
for less than $1013 per hundred
pounds.
The service reported a slight
increase in the percentage of
mixed grades, with less flyings
and lugs appearing for auction.
Through last Thursday, gross
sales across the eight-state belt
amounted to 229,670,354 pounds,
averaging $106.50 per hundred
pounds. In the same period last
year, 277,537,767 pounds re-
turned $114.42 cents per hun-
dred.
The amount of tobacco placed
under loan through last Thurs-
day amounted to 5.7 per cent of
sales, the service said.
which was hijacked last Thurs-
day, arid that they are still
holding 31 hostages. Three oth-
er hostages have been killed,
but there have been no deaths
in the consulate siege.
The Moluccans are demand-
ing that the Dutch government
take their demand for inde-
pendence of the South Molucca
islands to the United Nations.
The islands in the south central
part of the Indonesian archi-
pelago were part of the prewar
Dutch East Indies which be-
came independent Indonesia in
1949.
Poll. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Two other similar areas
touched on the eight question
survey done by a special
committee appointed by SGA
President Cathy Cole
produced surprising results
regarding lvISU ideas towards
living and eating on campus.
A near-identical number of
the students ( 73 and 72 per cent)
felt they "would be financially
able to live in non-university
housing and to eat in non-
university facilities." But the
same people responded
favorably ( 68.2 per cent)
towards living within one of the
university's 10 residence halls
when they are a junior as op-
posed to 31.8 per cent against
the idea.
The projected cafeteria at-
tendance once again declined,
however, as only four out of 10
(41.2 per cent) sophomores said
they would eat there next fall.
First rejected by the
university some two months
ago, the Senate committee was
the result of a second action that
passed the student group which
urged the formation of a special
study of the sophomore
situation.
Tim Langford, a Hickman
junior, committee chairperson
said today, "The committee is
pleased with the outcome of the
poll, but we are doing continued
research into the feasibility of
the lifting of the sophomore
requirement. We hope to con-
vince the Board of Regents of
the virtues of the idea next
semester."
"Student support is urged on
the matter and any additional































Pen and Pencil Set
Tape Cassettes
Electric Razor
We'll seal any money or small gift you bring us in this brightly
labeled Christmas Can-O-Cash. It is then ready for giving. . .as it
even includes a -to and from- ores on the label. Ceri-O-Cash reveals
its contents only after it is opened with a can opener.
C•n-0 Cash is not only fun, it's practical, too. The opened can
then converts into • year 'round savings bank with its own slotted
lid.
You supply the gift, and we'll provide the can and seal it for
only 25'. No gift "can" top this.
Bank of Murray
Member FDIC
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